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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents research on the corrosion properties and effects of heat 

treatment on austenitic stainless steel coatings produced by the cold gas dynamic 

spray process on 316L stainless steel substrates. Previous work on the use of the low-

pressure cold spray process to spray austenitic stainless steel was reproduced and 

validated. Heat treatment of the coatings was found to reduce porosity and 

evidence was found of recrystallization of the coatings. No significant changes in 

elemental distribution were found to occur during heat treatment. Corrosion testing was 

conducted by salt fog testing and anodic polarization. Coatings in the as-sprayed 

condition were found to be less corrosion resistant than bulk 316L stainless steel. 

Heat treated samples were observed to show corrosion resistance even worse than as-

sprayed coatings. In fact, all heat treated samples exhibited little or no passivation 

behavior. Grain boundary sensitization is suspected as the probable cause for poor 

corrosion resistance in some samples, and the presence of ferrite in the powder and 

coatings may also be a cause of corrosion resistance that is worse than the fully austenitic 

substrate.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. MOTIVATION 

Many material failures both within the Navy and outside of it occur due to either 

mechanical wear or corrosion or both. Consequently, a very large amount of effort has 

been invested over the years in the prevention and repair of wear and corrosion. 

Prevention of wear can be accomplished though design and operation changes, but also 

by improved materials. A major goal of material science research has been to develop 

materials that are harder and/or stronger in order to better resist mechanical wear. 

Likewise, corrosion is also responsible for significant cost in design and repair of 

damage; one source [1] gives an annual corrosion cost to the Department of the Navy of 

roughly $7 billion.  

One common solution to help reduce corrosion or wear is to add a coating of a 

harder or more corrosion resistant material to a part in order to protect the base material. 

This approach allows the use of a less corrosion- or wear-resistant base material for 

structural, economic or other reasons. It is also common to use a material addition 

process to restore a worn or damaged part surface to the required dimensions. The 

traditional method for applying a thin uniform coating of a material is to use a thermal 

spray process. In this process the coating material is applied to the surface as a spray of 

molten droplets or heated solid particles at high temperature, which cool and solidify on 

contact with the base metal [2]. The thermal spray method is well developed and has 

many advantages including relatively low cost, simple use, fast deposition rates and a 

breadth of knowledge and experience in its use. However, the high temperature of the 

coating material can cause undesirable oxidation or property changes in the sprayed 

material as well as heating and possible thermal damage to the substrate material [2]. 

A recently developed alternative is the cold gas dynamic spray process, which 

uses kinetic energy of coating particles rather than thermal energy to form a coating. 

Consequently, the particles of coating material are subjected to much lower temperatures, 

greatly reducing many of thermal spray’s undesirable side effects such as vaporization of 
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volatile elements, thermal stresses in the coating and oxidation or property changes in the 

coating and/or substrate materials due to high temperatures [2]. When conducted 

correctly, the cold spray process also gives a more dense coating due to a plastic peening 

effect from succeeding particles impacting on the applied coating and from the lack of a 

“splashing” effect that occurs with the impact of liquid or nearly liquid droplets [2]. The 

range of application temperatures and velocities used in the cold spray technique as 

compared to other coating spray technologies is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1.  Comparison of general temperature and particle velocity range 
for coating spray techniques. Source: [3]. 

There are numerous applications for this coating technology, but those of greatest 

importance to the department of defense are the repair of damaged parts that cannot 

readily be repaired by more conventional methods and the application of protective 

coatings to parts made of corrosion prone materials such as magnesium. Work on the use 

of a 316L stainless steel coating for corrosion protection on a magnesium alloy, AZ91E 
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was conducted in 2010 by Spencer and Zhang [4], with the result that the stainless steel 

coating significantly reduced the corrosion potential of a sample when compared to 

uncoated magnesium alloy substrates in electrochemical corrosion testing. Their finding 

showed that any amount of coating had some positive benefit, and a thicker coating 

approached the behavior of bulk 316 stainless steel showing a pronounced passivation 

effect. This demonstrates a potential for the use of this coating technique for corrosion 

protective coatings. Notably, even though the coating has some degree of porosity, the 

behavior of a sufficiently thick coating suggests that adequate protection of the substrate 

is still achieved. This is important as the substrate material in this application will almost 

certainly be anodic to the coating material and hence a small exposed area of the 

substrate will suffer rapid corrosion due to the large available cathode area of the coating 

and consequent concentrated corrosion on the small exposed substrate section. The use of 

an aluminum coating to protect a different magnesium alloy, AZ91D, was 

demonstrated by Tao et al. [5] in 2010. Their work suggested that the coating 

reduced the pitting potential on the substrate. Similar work by DeForce et al. in 2011 

demonstrated the use of a Al-5 wt %  Mg coating on an otherwise active ZE41A-T5 

magnesium alloy [6]. Other more exotic combinations have also been investigated; Al-

Mangour et al. examined the use of a cold spray Co-Cr coating on 316L stainless and 

showed marked improvement in the corrosion resistance of the stainless steel [7].  

The cold spray process has also been demonstrated as a viable repair process for 

the restoration of part surfaces that have suffered wear, corrosion or other mechanical 

damage [8, 9]. To repair this type of damage, new material must be added to the 

component without causing any detrimental changes in the base component material. For 

many materials, such as magnesium alloys, traditional material addition techniques such 

as welding or thermal spray would cause sufficient damage in the base material to render 

the part unusable. Traditionally, these parts would be scrapped and replaced once a 

certain wear/damage allowance was exceeded. The cost and operational impacts of this 

approach can be significant. For these applications the cold spray process offers an 

economical method of building up the needed material without causing base material 

damage and hence restoring the components to service. Not only does this offer 
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potentially significant cost saving, but may also allow a much faster repair, thereby 

minimizing downtime. P. F. Leyman and V. K. Champagne have demonstrated this use 

of the cold spray technique in the repair of helicopter mast supports in U.S. Army 

aircraft, with over 50 successful repairs conducted. These parts would have otherwise 

been scrapped [8]. Villafuerte and Wright have likewise demonstrated cold spray repair 

of other aircraft components with the repair meeting all FAA certification requirements 

[9]. Notably, the repairs demonstrated operationally to date have been to restore a critical 

dimension, rather than the repair material being used structurally. The use of the cold 

spray process for structural repair is an area of ongoing research [10–13]. 

With the current and predicted future tight defense budgets, there is a strong 

impetus for the U.S. Navy to investigate and develop the most effective and efficient 

techniques for the repair of mechanical and corrosion damage to ships and aircraft. With 

a proven record of success in the repair of light alloy structures, the cold spray process 

may prove to be an economical technique for the repair of steel structures. 

B. THE COLD SPRAY MATERIAL DEPOSITION PROCESS 

The cold gas dynamic spray process is a relatively recent technology originating 

from supersonic wind tunnel testing at the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 

of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science in Novosibirsk during the 

1980s [14]. In this process, particles of the coating material are accelerated by 

entrainment in a supersonic jet of gas produced by the expansion of a working gas 

through a converging-diverging (DeLaval) nozzle. Typical particle sizes of 5 to 100 μm 

are used, and these particles obtain a velocity of 500–1,200 m/s when entrained in the gas 

jet. This velocity gives sufficient kinetic energy that the particles bond to a substrate upon 

impact through plastic deformation [4, 15–21]. The critical parameter in the successful 

adhesion of a particle is its velocity on impact with the substrate. Investigation has shown 

that there is a “critical velocity” where particles having a velocity in excess of this will 

adhere and those with a velocity below will not. The velocity achieved by a particular 

particle is primarily influenced by the choice of working gas and the velocity of the gas 

jet. The velocity of the gas jet in turn is controlled by nozzle design and the sonic velocity 
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in the nozzle, which is in turn a function of the upstream gas pressure and temperature. In 

order to increase this velocity the working gas is typically preheated prior to entering the 

nozzle. As the gas expands, the temperature decreases so the actual gas temperature at the 

point of particle entrainment is in the range of -100 to +100°C; hence the name “cold 

spray” [22–24]. There are two main variants on the overall cold spray process; high 

pressure and low pressure cold spray systems [24]. In high pressure systems the powder 

is entrained in the gas stream prior to expansion through the nozzle whereas low pressure 

systems entrain the powder on the expansion side of the nozzle. Low pressure type 

system typically operate at a pressure below 2.0 MPa [3] and are more portable [24]. The 

overall process for a low pressure type cold spray system is illustrated schematically in 

Figure 2.  

Figure 2. Schematic of the cold spray deposition process. Source: [8]. 

Selection of the working gas used in the cold spray process has a great deal of 

effect on quality of the final coating produced [25]. The gas used must be inert to avoid 

undesirable reactions with the powder or substrate metals. It is desirable to have a high 

sonic velocity as the final nozzle exit velocity is directly related to the sonic velocity of 

the gas. Likewise, a high gas density is desirable to achieved the most effective 

acceleration of the entrained particles. Helium, nitrogen and air are the most commonly 

used working gasses. Of these, helium typically gives the best performance due to a high 
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sonic velocity, but is also by far the most costly. Nitrogen is much cheaper to use, but 

does not offer as good of performance [25].  

C. CORROSION 

Corrosion is defined as a destructive chemical reaction between a metal or alloy 

and its environment. It has been described as “extractive metallurgy in reverse,” as the 

general trend is from the refined metal to return to the lower energy chemical compound 

of its ore [26]. In almost all cases corrosion reactions are electrochemical in nature; that 

is, they involve the transfer of electric charge as part of the overall chemical reaction. The 

electrochemical nature of the reaction means that it may be separated into two physically 

separate half reactions provided there is an electrical connection between the two. This 

conductive path is typically proved by a conductive electrolyte which is water with 

dissolved ions in common environmental corrosion.  

Stainless steels are characterized as a steel alloy having at least 10.5 wt% 

chromium added [27]. The additional chromium promotes the formation of a passive 

surface layer and gives a material with generally excellent corrosion resistance. However, 

stainless steels are susceptible to other specific corrosion modes, notably pitting, crevice 

corrosion and stress corrosion cracking [28]. Pitting and crevice corrosion are both forms 

of localized corrosion damage resulting from a similar mechanism. At its heart this is a 

failure of the passivation layer. Chlorine ions cause a local breakdown of the passive film 

leading to the nucleation of a pit. Local corrosion then leads to deaeration of the water 

thus forming a local acidic solution and anodic region. The surrounding water becomes 

alkaline by cathodic reduction of dissolved oxygen and allows the surrounding metal 

surface to act as an anode. Once a pit is established it forms a sheltered local environment 

where ferrous ions resulting from the anodic corrosion reaction can react with chlorine 

ions dissolved in the water to produce  ferrous hydroxide and hydrochloric acid. This 

mechanism for acid production in turn decreases the local pH in turn produces more 

favorable conditions for galvanic corrosion [26]. This is shown schematically in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  Schematic mechanism of pitting corrosion. Source: [29]. 

The difference between pitting and crevice corrosion is simply that crevice 

corrosion occurs at a mechanical feature on the material, such as a seam, void or near 

biological organisms such as barnacles whereas pitting can occur anywhere upon the 

surface [26]. Stress corrosion cracking is a form of environmentally induced cracking 

where a corrosion type reaction from environmental exposure results in material failure 

through brittle cracking [26]. However, this form of corrosion damage requires the 

presence of a tensile stress in the material, and since the surface of the cold spray coating 

is known to have significant compressive residual stress this corrosion mode will not be 

considered in this study [26]. 
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D. OBJECTIVES 

Two main technical objectives were set for this thesis work:  

1. Investigate the corrosion properties of low pressure cold spray   
    austenitic stainless steel coatings.   

While the corrosion properties of austenitic stainless steel are well known, there is 

limited work on the corrosion properties of cold spray austenitic coatings, and 

specifically a lack of work on the properties of low pressure cold spray coatings. The low 

pressure process generates a coating that may be substantially more porous than the high 

pressure spray or bulk material, hence it is expected the corrosion properties may be 

significantly different. This research aims to investigate these properties through salt fog 

(ASTM B117) and electrochemical polarization testing (ASTM G5) of low pressure cold 

spray austenitic stainless steel coatings. Several different powders and heat treatments 

will be applied to investigate the changes in corrosion properties from these treatments.  

2. Investigate the effects of heat treatment on the microstructure and    
   characteristics of cold sprayed austenitic stainless steel coatings.  

Previous work has demonstrated successful deposition of austenitic stainless steel 

coatings on stainless steel substrates using both high and low pressure cold spray 

techniques [3–4, 7, 15–17]. The optimal cold spray parameters for use of certain powders 

with a low pressure cold spray machine have also been determined and the microstructure 

of these powders and the resulting coatings have been characterized [3]. There has been 

work conducted on the microstructure and property changes in austenitic stainless steel 

coatings applied with the high pressure cold spray technique, however, there is a lack of 

investigation into the effects of annealing heat treatment on the coating microstructure 

and properties when a low pressure technique is used to apply the material. This research 

will aim to reproduce the previously reported successful low pressure austenitic stainless 

steel cold spray deposits and will attempt to fully characterize the microstructural 

changes to the coating resulting from annealing heat treatments.   
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II. COLD SPRAY OF AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Previous work on the application of austenitic stainless steel coatings was 

conducted at NPS by Schiel in 2014. In this work, he used 4 austenitic stainless steel 

powders; one of a nominal 304L stainless steel, one 316 and two 316L. These powders 

are Centerline “S5001” (SS304L) and “S5002” (SS316L), Inovati KM316 (SS316) and 

Plasma Giken PG-AMP-10 (SS316L). The manufacturer’s nominal compositions for 

these powders are given in Table 1. Schiel also characterized the powders using a variety 

of experimental methods. A summary of his results is shown in Tables 2 and 3 [3]. 

Analysis of the particle size distribution in the powders found that the 5001 and KM316 

powders have a unimodal symmetric distribution of particle sizes while the 5002 and PG-

AMP-10 powders have a distinct fraction of larger powder particles. All of the powders 

except the PG-AMP-10 also were found to have a relatively spherical particle shape; the 

PG-AMP-10 powder has a mix of irregular shapes [3]. The particle morphology is 

important in how well the particles are accelerated by the gas stream. A mix of smaller 

and larger particles is also expected to give lower porosity as the smaller particles more 

effectively fill the gaps between larger ones [3]. Within the individual power particles the 

grain size and phase distribution changes the mechanical properties of the material with a 

smaller grain size being associated with a harder material having lower ductility but 

greater strength [30]. All of the stainless steel alloys used here are typically almost 

entirely composed of the austenite phase with a very small amount of ferrite [27]. The 

properties of these two phases are significantly different, so a large amount of ferrite 

could result in bulk material properties that are different than expected for these types of 

stainless steels. Specifically, ferrite is known to be less corrosion resistant than austenite 

[31]. The grain orientation spread (GOS) is a measure of the plastic deformation 

experienced by a material. Typical annealed deformation-free crystalline materials can be 

expected to exhibit a GOS of 0.1–0.3° [32]. The higher values observed here suggest 

substantial plastic deformation of the particles [3]. 
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Table 1.   Commercial powder nominal composition summary. Adapted from: 
[3]. 

 
All elemental contributions are given in weight percent. 

Table 2.   Summary of commercial austenitic stainless steel powder size. 
Adapted from: [3]. 

 

Table 3.   Summary of commercial austenitic stainless steel powder 
characteristics. Adapted from: [3]. 

 
 

Schiel also conducted characterization of sprayed coatings using the above four 

powders and helium working gas at 1.7 MPa and 230°C. His results are shown in Table 4 

[3]. His results verify that a satisfactory low pressure cold spray coating can be achieved 

with this configuration. His characterization of the coatings indicates that a substantial 

amount of the ferrite seen in some of the original powder is retained in the coatings 

produced and the grain size in the coatings is reduced by roughly a factor of 10 to a 

submicron size in all four powders. The GOS values obtained show that a very high 

degree of plastic deformation is also present in the coating [3]. 

 

Powder Fe Cr Ni Mn Mo Si C

S5001 (304L) 68.4 19.0 10.9 1.0 ‐ 0.6 0.017

S5002 (316L) 65.5 17.2 13.0 1.5 2.2 0.5 0.014

KM 316 (316) 68.2 16.8 10.8 1.3 2.1 0.6 0.02

PG‐AMP‐10 (316L) 69.0 17.0 12.0 ‐ 2.0 ‐ ‐

Powder Mean Size (μm) D10 (μm) D90 (μm)

S5001 (304L) 19.9 12.5 28.4

S5002 (316L) 45.6 18.1 75.2

KM 316 (316) 17.2 6.7 25.5

PG‐AMP‐10 (316L) 61.3 14.3 164.8

Powder Mean Size (μm) % Ferrite (XRD) Crystallite Size (μm) Average GOS (°)

S5001 (304L) 19.9 ~0 2.7 1.8

S5002 (316L) 45.6 50 6.4 2.4

KM 316 (316) 17.2 23 4.1 2.4

PG‐AMP‐10 (316L) 61.3 46 6.0 1.6
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Table 4.   Summary of cold spray coating characteristics for four commercial 
austenitic stainless steel powders. Adapted from [3]. 

 
Sprayed with helium gas at 230°C and 1.7 MPa. † denotes collection via X-Ray 
diffraction. * denotes the ferrite crystal GOS. 

Additionally, Schiel conducted a systematic investigation into the optimal spray 

conditions for these powders. For this he used both N2 and helium carrier gas and 

examined a number of gas pressure and temperature combinations to find those that gave 

the optimal coating deposition. Quantification of the coatings for this study was 

conducted by measurement of the deposition efficiency and the coating thickness, with 

the deposition efficiency being measured as the mass of the final coating divided by the 

mass of the powder sprayed. The coating mass was determined by measurement of the 

substrate before and after spraying with the powder mass likewise being the initial mass 

of powder loaded minus the mass removed from the system following spraying.  

From this investigation, Schiel determined that the best conditions for deposition 

of all four of the stainless steel powders were with helium gas at 230°C and 1.7 MPa. 

These results are summarized in Table 5. Only the PG-AMP-10 powder was successfully 

deposited with N2 carrier gas and this was only achieved at one spray condition, 450°C 

and 1.7 MPa. A 4.1% deposition efficiency and a 0.26 mm coating thickness was 

reported with these conditions. [3] 

 

 

 

 

 

Powder

Deposition 

Efficiency (%)

Thickness per 

Pass (mm)

% Ferrite 

(EBSD/XRD)

Crystallite Size 

(μm) Average GOS (°)

S5001 (304L) 11.8 0.67 1 0.22 2.3

S5002 (316L) 12.3 0.71 19/48† 0.38 1.7

KM 316 (316) 41.8 0.15 1 0.33 2.4

PG‐AMP‐10 (316L) 29.4 0.93 27/58† 0.33 2.2/1.3*
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Table 5.   Summary of cold spray stainless steel coatings achieved using 
helium carrier gas at 230°C and 1.7 MPa. Adapted from: [3]. 

 
 

B. REPRODUCTION OF PREVIOUS WORK 

An initial goal of this research was to verify the results reported by Schiel and to 

ensure a reproducible quality coating could be produced for use in further work. 

Additionally, some further investigation was conducted into the effects of an increased 

standoff distance. Schiel developed a mathematical model of the fluid dynamics of the 

spray jet, which suggests that an increase in standoff distance from the 16 mm used in his 

optimization work to 40 mm should result in an increase in the average particle velocity 

[3]. As the particle velocity is the primary controlling factor in the successful deposition 

of the coating, this result suggests that better coating results should be obtained at an 

increased standoff distance. Schiel briefly investigates this effect with one powder and 

reports finding no change in the deposition efficiency or coating thickness, but some 

evidence of improved coating quality in the form of reduced porosity. This result was 

investigated further, and some additional testing was conducted using other powders with 

N2 carrier gas. Schiel had tested a number of N2 spray conditions and reported negligible 

deposition in all but one case, however it was deemed possible that the increase in 

particle velocity from the increase in standoff distance could be enough to have a 

sufficient number of particles now exceed the critical velocity and hence achieve a 

measurable coating.  

A number of test sprays were conducted, using both N2 and helium gas in both 

cases using a 1.7 MPa gas pressure and temperature of 230°C with helium and 450°C 

with N2. Other machine settings used were as listed in Table 8 with the exception of some 

Test No. 1 2 3 4

Powder Material S5001 S5002 KM316 PG‐AMP‐10

Working Gas Helium Helium Helium Helium

Substrate Material Grey Cast Iron Grey Cast Iron Grey Cast Iron Grey Cast Iron

Gas Temperature (°C) 230 230 230 230

Gas Pressure (MPa) 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7

Powder Feed Rate (g/min) 60.4 54.8 2.4 19.6

Deposition Efficiency (%) 11.8 12.3 41.8 29.4

Coating Thickness per Pass (mm) 0.67 0.71 0.15 0.93
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sprays using a 16 mm standoff distance vs 40. In all cases 316 stainless steel substrates 

were used. Substrates were grit blasted using Centerline G0002 grit with machine 

parameters as listed in Table 7 and were cleaned with ethanol prior to coating deposition. 

A summary of the coatings produced is shown in Table 6.  

Table 6.   Summary of deposition efficiency and coating thickness per pass 
for replication of previous work and testing the effect of increased standoff 

distance. 

 
Deposition efficiency not measured in samples marked by ‘-‘ 

 

Overall the results achieved agree reasonably well with those reported by Schiel. 

Even with the increased standoff distance no measurable coating was achieved with N2 

and the 5001 or 5002 powders. The PG-AMP-10 powder was observed to form a 

measureable coating, but with lower deposition efficiency than reported by Schiel. This 

may be a measurement error. Deposition efficiency was not accurately measured in 

several other samples as well. Some variation was noted in the coating thickness. In part 

this is due to a difference in measurement method; Schiel measured the thickest portion 

of the coating which typically occurs at the ends of the coated area where the cold spray 

system would dwell for a sort time while the control moved to the next program step. 

This region would be significantly thicker than the majority of the coating. For this work, 

the average bulk thickness of the coating was measured as this is the critical dimension 

for practical application. It was also determined that the coating thickness produced is 

highly dependent on the actual powder feed rate which cannot be accurately controlled. 

Powder
Working 

Gas

Standoff Distance 

(mm)

Deposition 

Efficency

Coating Thickness 

per pass (mm)

N2 40 0.0% 0.00

He 40 12.4% 0.33

N2 40 0.0% 0.00

16 ‐ 0.39

40 ‐ 0.32

N2 40 0.5% 0.06

16 27.2% 0.36

40 28.0% 0.80

5002

PG‐AMP‐10

He

He

5001
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The cold spray system used has a nominal feed rate setting, however the actual powder 

feed rate is also highly dependent on the material level in the feeder and is thus difficult 

to consistently and accurately set. Schiel’s modeling shows that the powder velocity 

distribution and thus the overall coating quality is not greatly affected by the feed rate; 

hence the variation in effective powder feed rate due to this inconsistency in feed rate 

results solely in a variation of coating thickness and not a notable variation in coating 

quality.  

Sections were taken of these samples and polished for optical microscopy. 

Polishing was conducted on an automatic polishing machine using grinding paper 

through 1200 (P4000) grit followed by polishing through 0.05 μ alumina on a cloth 

wheel. Optical Microscopy was conducted to inspect the coating porosity both within the 

coating and at the coating/substrate interface. This examination showed a generally 

consistent dense coating in agreement with Schiel’s reported results. Typical micrographs 

are shown in Figures 4–6. 
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Figure 4.  Low magnification optical micrographs of coatings sprayed with 
helium gas at 1.7 MPa and 230°C; 40 mm standoff distance. (a) 5001; (b) 

5002; (c) PG-AMP-10.  
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Figure 5.  High magnification optical micrographs of coating sprayed with 
helium gas at 1.7 MPa and 230°C; 40 mm standoff distance. (a) 5001; (b) 

5002; (c) PG-AMP-10. 
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Figure 6.  Typical micrographs of PG-AMP-10 powder sprayed with N2 gas at 
1.7 MPa and 450°C showing improved coating quality (decreased porosity) 

at 40 mm standoff distance. 16 mm standoff (top); 40 mm distance 
(bottom) 

When using helium working gas, no significant differences were found between 

16 mm and 40 mm working distances either in coating thickness or quality. There was a 

measurable difference in thickness as seen in Table 6, however thicknesses were 

sufficiently inconsistent across all samples that this difference is inconclusive. The 

coating quality was observed to be consistent across all samples, and generally matches 

that reported by Schiel. The PG-AMP-10 and 5002 coatings were observed to have 

qualitatively greater porosity than the 5001. Both still showed high density within the 

coating however. Notably, Schiel reports evidence of decreased coating/substrate 

boundary porosity when the standoff distance was increased but this effect was not seen 
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in this work. PG-AMP-10 samples sprayed with N2 working gas did show an 

improvement in coating quality with an increase in standoff distance from 16 to 40 mm 

as seen in Figure 6. The coating produced at a 40 mm standoff distance shows 

qualitatively lower porosity within the coating, though with no change in the 

coating/substrate interface porosity.  

In several instances the spraying of an additional layer on a previously well 

adhered coating was observed to result in the entire coating detaching from the substrate. 

An example of this phenomena is shown in Figure 7. The sample illustrated is using the 

5001 powder with helium gas, however complete detachment was also observed with 

PG-AMP-10 powder and N2 gas on the 4th pass. Additionally, multiple other samples 

exhibited partial detachment where the coating was only attached on one side of the 

deposit. Partial detachment was observed in samples of all 3 powders. Schiel also reports 

observing a similar phenomenon during some of his N2 test sprays. No systematic 

investigation was conducted, however the general trend observed is that this is primarily 

associated with a thicker multiple pass coating. The detachment of the coating 

consistently happened during the spraying operation and no external mechanical force 

was involved—the coating detachment occurs solely as a result of  stresses resulting from 

the particle impact or thermal effects.  
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Figure 7.  Coating detachment phenomena observed during spaying of 3rd pass 
with 5001 powder. He gas, 1.7 MPa at 230°C 

Examination of micrographs of other samples shows evidence of the mechanism 

that leads to this detachment. Almost all samples observed showed some degree of 

porosity at the coating/substrate boundary, but in several samples sections up to several 

mm in length were seen where the coating was detached from the substrate within an 

otherwise well adhered coating. This is shown in figure 8. Close inspection of the 

surfaces in these regions reveals a surface morphology in the coating that closely matches 

that of the substrate surface, suggesting that the coating was previously adhered to the 

substrate in these regions and was subsequently pulled up off of the substrate by some 

force. The gross coating detachment observed may the result of this small scale 
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detachment occurring over a large area and resulting in the entire coatings being 

completely detached from the substrate. The evidence of a force pulling the coating off 

the substrate suggests that the ultimate cause is a tensile stress in the coating at the 

substrate/coating boundary. Work conducted on residual stress in cold spray coatings [33, 

34] shows that compressive residual stress is found in the coating surface, and a tensile 

residual stress is common at the coating/substrate boundary; however the magnitude of 

this stress appears to be dependent on the exact spray parameters used and the 

substrate/coating material. Notably, results reported in the available literature focus on 

aluminum and copper coating with no data available on stainless steel coatings. Further 

investigation is warranted to measure the residual stress in low pressure cold spray 

stainless steel coatings and determine mitigation measures to prevent the coating 

detachment problem observed. This problem would prevent the application of a reliable 

high quality coating and hence makes practical application of the process very difficult. 

Residual stress studies could show if the ultimate problem is high residual stress in the 

coating or low bond strength. If the problem lies in a high residual stress then it is 

possible that a stress relief heat treatment between coating passes could alleviate this 

problem.  
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Figure 8.  Coating detachment phenomena observed in 5002 powder sprayed 
with helium gas at 1.7 MPa, 230°C. Increasing magnification (a) to (c). 
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C. SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR CURRENT WORK 

Centerline “S5001” and “S5002” along with Plasma Giken “PG-AMP-10” 

powders were used for all further investigation work. These powders will henceforth be 

referred to as “5001”, “5002” and “PG-AMP-10”. All substrate coupons used were 

commercially available cold rolled unpolished 316 stainless steel strip with nominal 

dimensions of 76.2 x 50.8 x 3.18 mm (3 x 2 x 1/8″) Coupons were cut from lengths of 

50.8 x 3.18 mm (2 x 1/8″) strip using either abrasive or bandsaw cutting. All low pressure 

cold spray deposits were made using a Centerline (Windsor) Limited SST Model P low 

pressure cold spray deposition system located at NPS and operating under automatic 

control. Coupons were grit blasted using Centerline SST-G0002 grit media. This is a 80 

grit alumina blasting grit supplied specifically for cold spray substrate preparation with a 

nominal particle size of 100–300 μm. Machine settings used for grit blasting are shown in 

Table 7. Substrates were cleaned after grit blasting using ethanol and allowed to air dry 

prior to coating deposition. Coating deposition was conducted using the machine settings 

shown in Table 8. Multiple passes were used as needed to give the desired thickness for 

the testing in question.  

Table 7.   Cold spray machine settings used to grit blast coupons prior to 
coating deposition. 

 
 
 
 
 

Blasting Media SST‐G0002

Gas Nitrogen

Gun Type Automatic

Nozzle WC

Gas Temperature (°C) 125

Gas Pressure (MPa) 1.0 (150)

Nominal Powder Feed Rate (%) 15

Gun Stand‐off Distance (mm) 15

Gun Traverse Speed (mm/s) 50

Gun Step Over per Pass (mm) 1.5
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Table 8.   Cold spray machine settings used for coating preparation.  

 

 

Heat treatments were conducted in a Lincoln “Blue M” radiant type electrically 

fired furnace fitted with automatic temperature control. The furnace was preheated to the 

specified temperature prior to samples being inserted, and the treatment time was started 

upon the insertion of samples into the preheated furnace. The furnace atmosphere was air 

with no special treatment. Samples were removed from the furnace and allowed to cool in 

still air. Three heat treatment procedures were used: 600°C for 8 hours (henceforth 

referenced as “600°C/8 hrs”), 800°C for 2 hours (henceforth referenced as “800°C/2 

hrs”), and 950°C for 1 hour (henceforth referenced as “950°C/1 hr”).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Powder 5001, 5002, PG‐AMP‐10

Gas Helium

Gun Type Automatic

Nozzle WC

Gas Temperature (°C) 230

Gas Pressure (MPa) 1.7(250)

Nominal Powder Feed Rate (%) 40

Gun Stand‐off Distance (mm) 40

Gun Traverse Speed (mm/s) 40

Gun Step Over per Pass (mm) 1.2
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III. EFFECT OF HEAT TREATMENT ON SPRAYED COATINGS

A. INTRODUCTION 

Heat treatment is a well-known and commonly used processing technique to 

change the properties of the material [30]. By heating the material to a temperature below 

its melting point various processes are either activated or accelerated at the microscopic 

level resulting in changes to the microstructure and hence the macroscopic material 

properties. This type of treatment typically consists of a relatively rapid heating of the 

material to a specified temperature followed by a certain time held at that temperature 

and a relatively rapid cooling and is commonly known as annealing. Most of the 

microscopic processes occurring during this treatment occur as a result of diffusion 

and follow a Arrhenius form rate equation: 

(1)	

Here “A” is a pre-exponential term characteristic of the process, “R” is the 

universal gas constant, “T” is the absolute temperature and “E” is an activation energy 

associated with the process. In a process of this type there is an activation energy “E 

required for the process to occur and an exponential dependence of the process rate on 

the temperature. From a practical point of view, this means that the process will not occur 

at a practically useful rate below a specific temperature and will exponentially accelerate 

in rate with increasing material temperature.  

Three stages of annealing are generally defined: recovery, recrystallization and 

grain growth [30]. Recovery occurs at the lowest temperature of the three and does not 

typically effect the overall grain structure but does decrease residual stresses through the 

movement and in some cases annihilation of dislocations within the crystal structure. 

This treatment typically has little visible macroscopic effect but does improve electrical 

conductivity and in some cases corrosion resistance.  

The next stage of heat treatment is recrystallization. A definitive boundary 

temperature is difficult to define and changes depending on the degree of cold work of 

the material but is generally given as 0.4 times the absolute melting temperature (Tm). 
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The melting temperature of the 3xx stainless steel is approximately 1650K, so 

recrystallization in this material should occur at around 375°C. Above this temperature 

diffusion occurs rapidly enough to allow atomic diffusion sufficient for a new unstrained 

grain structure to nucleate and begin to grow in highly deformed regions. The diffusion 

rate is still low enough that these new grains remain relatively small and a certain amount 

of the original grain structure remains. Because the new grains tend to form at high stress 

regions (i.e., where there are a high concentration of dislocations), this process tends to 

greatly reduce the number of dislocations in the material and hence result in increased 

ductility and decreased tensile strength in the material.  

At higher annealing temperatures, the diffusion rate becomes even higher and 

rather than numerous small grains formed during recrystallization, smaller numbers of 

strain-free nuclei grow rapidly due to the increased diffusion controlled growth rate 

resulting in a relatively small number of individually large grains. These large grains 

result in a material with very high ductility and low strength [30]. 

Several researchers have investigated annealing treatments of austenitic stainless 

steel cold spray coatings [35–37]. X. M. Meng et al. investigated the effects of annealing 

at 950°C for 2 hours on 304 stainless steel coatings and found evidence of full 

recrystallization, a substantial decrease in coating porosity and coating ductility/hardness 

values equivalent to those of annealed bulk 304 stainless steel [35]. Xian-Ming Meng et 

al. performed similar annealing treatments on cold sprayed 304 stainless steel coatings 

using temperatures of 300°C, 600°C, 800°C and 950°C [36]. Sundararajan et al. 

performed work on cold spray 316L stainless steel coatings using heat treatments at 

400°C, 800°C and 1100°C reporting reduced porosity and improved bonding and 

mechanical properties [37]. Notably, these investigations have all been on coatings 

produced by the high-pressure cold spray process.  

In the as-sprayed condition cold spray coatings are known to have a very high 

amount of plastic deformation and thus high strength but very low ductility with 

properties substantially different than bulk stainless steel [34]. In many application this 

mismatch is likely undesirable. In this context, heat treatment may be a practical method 
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to improve the properties of the coating and more closely match the coating properties to 

the substrate. 

B. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Samples were prepared as described in (II.C). A nominal 12.5 x 19 mm (1/2 x 

3/4″) deposit was used with two passes being used on 5001 and 5002 samples and one on 

the PG-AMP-10 samples. Two samples of each powder were prepared, with the average 

coating thickness being 0.66 mm (0.026″) for the 5001 powder, 0.47 mm (0.018″) for the 

5002 powder and 0.91 mm (0.036″) for the PG-AMP-10 powder. Each of the samples 

was then cut down the long axis of the substrate roughly at the center of the deposit to 

give two roughly identical size samples with a roughly 12.5 x 9.5 mm (1/2″ x 3/8″) 

deposit from each original substrate, for a total of four samples of each powder.  

Following heat treatment the samples were cut to give specimens for examination 

using a Struers metallurgical saw. A transverse cross section and coating surface sample 

was prepared for microscopy, as well as a surface sample for X-ray diffraction studies. 

The transverse cross section samples were used for microhardness measurements 

following the completion of microscopy examination. X-ray diffraction samples were 

polished through a 1200 (P2500) grit grinding paper using a Buhler automatic polishing 

machine. Microscopy samples were polished through 1200 (P2500) grit grinding paper 

and further polished through 0.05 µm alumina powder using polishing cloths on an 

automatic Buhler polishing machine. Final polishing was initially conducted using 0.05 

µm colloidal silica in a vibrator polishing machine however this was determined to be 

insufficient for reliable EBSD mapping and electro polishing was instead used with a 

10% perchloric acid/ethanol electrolyte at -40°C with a 20V potential and 30 second 

polishing time.  

Microstructural characterization of samples was performed using a number of 

techniques. Optical microscopy was performed using a Nikon Epiphot 200 

metallographic microscope equipped with Nikon ‘NIS Elements’ image capture software. 

Magnifications of 100x and 200x were used. Optical images were used primarily to 

characterize large-scale porosity in the coating. Electron microscopy was performed 
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using a Zeiss Neon 40 scanning electron microscope (SEM) using both secondary 

electron and backscatter electron imaging modes. Magnifications of 1.5KX and 3KX 

were used to quantify microscopic porosity and overall microstructure. Energy dispersion 

spectroscopy (EDS) was used to identify the elemental composition and distribution in 

the samples. Overall sample composition was measured at a magnification of 300x and 

EDS mapping was conducted at a magnification of 500X and 1.5KX. In addition to iron, 

nickel, chromium, silicon and molybdenum concentrations and distribution were 

measured. Trace elements were not measured. Electron backscatter diffraction mapping 

(EBSD) was conducted to determine the phase distribution, grain size and grain 

orientation mismatch. In all cases a 20kv accelerating voltage was used, with a 30 μm 

aperture for secondary electron imaging and 60 μm with high current used for EBSD and 

EDS work. EBSD mapping was performed at a magnification of roughly 900X to give a 

scan size of roughly 85 x 300 μm. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were 

conducted on a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 instrument with a high speed position sensitive 

detector using Cu Kα1 radiation using 40 kv excitation voltage and 15 ma filament 

current. A scan of 2ϴ angles from 40°-100° was used with a 0.02° step and a 10° per 

minute scan rate. 

Hardness testing was conducted using a Struers DuraScan-50 microhardness 

testing machine. A Vickers type indenter was used with a 0.9807 N load (HV 0.1 scale).  

The load was applied and maintained for 15 seconds. A minimum of 25 individual points 

were used in each test with a 0.1 mm spacing between points. Individual test points were 

inspected and any that coincided with large scale porosity were rejected. 

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Examination of the coating microstructure at low magnification shows that all 

three powders produce a qualitatively dense coating with relatively low porosity as 

shown in Figure 9. Qualitatively the different powders produce similar amounts of 

porosity but with a different spatial distribution. The 5002 and 5001 powders tend to have 

long thin regions while the PG-AMP-10 tends to shows a greater number of smaller 

porous regions. This is likely due to the powder morphology. As measured by Schiel, the 
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5001 and 5002 powders have a spherical morphology with generally consistent size while 

the PG-AMP-10 has a bimodal size distribution and a much more irregular particle shape 

[3]. 

Figure 9.  High magnification optical micrographs of as-sprayed coatings 
showing qualitatively dense coating structure with limited porosity. (a) 

5001 powder; (b) 5002 powder; (c) PG-AMP-10 powder.  
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In the cold spray process a very high degree of deformation occurs during the 

particle adhesion process resulting in a highly stressed microstructure with very small 

grains [22]. Rapid recrystallization and recovery can thus be expected during annealing. 

All three of the heat treatments used in this work are above the generally accepted 

recrystallization temperature of 0.4Tm so evidence of recrystallization can be expected in 

all heat treatments. For reference, 600°C is 0.53Tm, 800°C is 0.65Tm and 950°C is 

0.74Tm.  

The most visible change resulting from heat treatment is in the sample porosity. 

The lowest energy state is a complete absence of porosity, so the trend is expected to be 

towards reduced porosity as diffusion rates increase with temperature. Since the complete 

elimination of porosity would require substantial large scale diffusion this is not likely. 

As an intermediate lower energy state, the consolidation of numerous smaller porous 

regions in single larger areas and the conversion of long thin regions to one or more 

spherical regions can be expected. This behavior is seen in the 5001 samples as seen in 

Figures 10 and 11. The lower temperature heat treatment shows a structure similar to the 

as-sprayed sample but in both the higher temperature samples the long thin regions of 

inter-splat porosity are seen to have consolidated into circular regions. With longer or 

higher temperature treatment, these would be expected to consolidate further to 

individually larger but less numerous regions. Similar results are seen in the 5002 and 

PG-AMP-10 powders as shown in Figures 12 and 13.  
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Figure 10.  High magnification optical micrographs showing changes in porosity with heat treatment. 5001 powder. (a) as 
sprayed; (b) 950°/1hr; (c) 800°C/2hrs; (d) 600°C/8 hrs. 
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Figure 11.  Backscatter electron images of 5001 powder samples showing porosity reduction following heat treatment. (a) as 
sprayed; (b) 950°/1hr; (c) 800°C/2hrs; (d) 600°C/8 hrs. 
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Figure 12. Backscatter electron images of 5002 powder samples showing porosity reduction following heat treatment. (a) as 
sprayed; (b) 950°/1hr; (c) 800°C/2hrs; (d) 600°C/8 hrs. 
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Figure 13.  Backscatter electron images of PG-AMP-10 powder samples showing porosity reduction following heat 
treatment. (a) as sprayed; (b) 950°/1hr; (c) 800°C/2hrs; (d) 600°C/8 hrs.
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In the 950°C/1 hr micrographs small circular dark regions are observed that seem 

to correspond to inter-splat boundaries. These images were taken using the backscatter 

detection mode to enhance contrast, however this also has the effect of making it difficult 

to determine if dark regions are porosity in the sample or precipitates with a lower atomic 

number than the bulk material. In order to further identify these, high magnification EDS 

scanning and secondarily electron imaging was conducted in these regions. No evidence 

of elemental concentration was seen in EDS scanning which suggests that these areas are 

porosity rather than precipitates. A typical point EDS measurement is shown in Figure 

14. In this case, the chromium content is observed to actually be less than the overall

coating composition (Table 9).  

Figure 14. Typical point EDS measurement of possible precipitate.  

The resolution of the EDS process may not have been sufficient to show very 

small precipitates however. SEM imaging at higher magnifications gives the results 

shown in Figure 15.  
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Figure 15.  High resolution secondary election images of micro-porosity in 
950°C/1 hr samples. 5002 powder, in lens detector (left); PG-AMP-10 

powder, secondary electron detector (right).  

Both of these images clearly show that there is some micro porosity still present 

in the samples. Possible nanometer scale precipitates are seen in the 5002 powder (Figure 

15 left) and some small circular regions that are clearly porosity are seen in the PG-AMP-

10 example (Figure 15 right). It is possible that these areas were actually precipitates and 

the carbide precipitates have been dislodged during the polishing process leaving behind 

a crater that appears as porosity.  

The overall composition of the coating in each sample was measured by EDS 

with results shown in Table 9. 

Table 9.   Elemental composition in wt % of cold spray coatings with various 
heat treatments obtained through EDS. 

 
*Nominal alloy composition from [27] 

Al  Si P S Mo Cr Mn Fe Ni

304L specification* ‐ <1.0 <0.045 <0.03 ‐ 18.0‐20.0 2.00 8.0‐12.0

316L specification* ‐ <1.0 <0.045 <0.03 2.0‐3.0  16.0‐18.0 2.00 10.0‐14.0

5001 as sprayed 0.13 0.74 0.04 0.10 ‐ 19.44 1.53 68.18 9.84

5001 950/1 hr 0.11 0.77 0.02 0.05 ‐ 19.50 1.77 67.90 9.87

5001 800/2 hrs 0.15 0.83 0.03 0.07 ‐ 19.49 1.76 67.86 9.82

5001 600/8 hrs 0.25 1.06 0.05 0.09 ‐ 19.39 1.59 67.63 9.95

5002 as sprayed 0.16 1.09 0.00 ‐ 2.32 17.13 1.27 67.81 10.22

5002 950/1 hr 0.15 0.82 0.02 ‐ 2.31 17.14 1.21 68.39 9.96

5002 800/2 hrs 0.20 1.08 0.04 ‐ 2.43 16.98 1.10 67.95 10.21

8002 600/8 hrs 0.71 0.99 0.06 ‐ 2.41 16.97 1.17 67.70 9.99

PG‐AMP‐10 as sprayed 0.14 0.96 0.00 ‐ 2.18 17.92 0.23 67.76 10.80

PG‐AMP‐10 950/1 hr 0.19 1.39 0.03 ‐ 2.31 18.04 0.18 66.83 11.03

PG‐AMP‐10 800/2 hrs 0.24 1.29 0.00 ‐ 2.25 17.79 0.24 67.49 10.69

PG‐AMP‐10 600/8 hrs 0.21 1.28 0.00 ‐ 2.15 17.58 0.32 67.73 10.72

Element
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The composition measured is similar to that reported by Schiel [3]. Higher 

amounts of silicon and aluminum were seen is some samples, however this may be due to 

contamination with abrasive from the polishing process. Trace amounts of calcium and 

chlorine were seen in all samples also likely due to contamination. Sulfur content in the 

316L powders was not measured as it was masked by molybdenum. The overall samples 

composition is seen to not vary greatly with heat treatment. This is expected since none 

of the primary alloying elements have high vapor pressure at the temperatures in 

questions and thus are not expected to vaporize. It is similarly unlikely for significant 

absorption of substances from the furnace environment to occur aside from some degree 

of surface oxidation.  

While the overall composition is relatively constant, the elemental distribution 

may change with heat treatment due to solid state diffusion resulting in undesirable phase 

changes, precipitates or depletion of necessary alloying elements and thus changes in the 

bulk material properties. Of the alloying elements in stainless steels, chromium is perhaps 

the most important since it is primarily responsible for the corrosion resistance of the 

material [27]. Molybdenum also has important benefits for pitting resistance in the 316 

alloys (5002 and PG-AMP-10 powder) [27]. Chromium, molybdenum and silicon 

stabilize the ferrite phase in steels, while nickel and manganese stabilize the austenite 

phase [38]. Consequently, a change in the distribution of these elements may cause or be 

indicative of a change in the phase structure. This in turn is likely to effect the corrosion 

and mechanical properties of the material. The distribution of elements within the sample 

was determined by EDS mapping, with a typical set of elemental distribution maps 

shown in Figure 16. Complete maps for each sample are included in the appendix. 
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Figure 16.  Typical EDS elemental distribution map. 5001 powder, 600°C/8hrs 
heat treatment.   
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There are two common detrimental effects caused by chromium redistribution 

during heat treatment or welding; sensitization and the formation of σ phase iron 

chromium alloy. The former occurs when chrome carbides form and precipitate. These 

tend to form preferentially at grain boundaries and result in the depletion of chromium in 

the area surrounding the precipitate. The primary concern here is corrosion resistance. 

The chromium carbide precipitate can form a galvanic couple with the surrounding steel 

and the depletion of chromium in the surrounding area can result in an area of the metal 

with less than the 12 wt % chromium content associated with the formation of a 

protective chrome oxide layer and hence the loss of corrosion protection in this area [39]. 

The concern with the formation of σ phase in contrast is mechanical properties. This 

phase is a   chromium/molybdenum rich intermetallic phase that is very brittle and known 

to form during heating in the 600–900°C range. Cold working prior to heating and the 

presence of ferrite are both known to increase the kinetics of σ phase formation [40–42]. 

Even a small amount of this phase greatly decreases the overall material ductility and 

toughness.  

The distribution of nickel, molybdenum and silicon was found to be relatively 

even and consistent for all of the powders and heat treatments. In all of the 5001 samples 

and the 600°C/8hrs heat treatment samples of 5002 and PG-AMP-10 no significant 

changes were evident in iron, chromium or manganese distribution. The PG-AMP-10 

powder shows evidence of uneven chromium distribution in the as-sprayed condition as 

shown in Figure 17. Schiel reports similar uneven chromium distribution in the raw 

powder. [3]. The chromium rich areas seen here and in subsequent maps of the PG-AMP-

10 powder likely correspond to the ferrite phase. In both the 5002 and PG-AMP-10 

samples some evidence is seen of chromium and manganese concentration at particle 

boundaries in the 800°C/2 hrs and 950°C/1 hr heat treatments. This is most notable in the 

5002 powders, and chromium shows the most striking change. This is illustrated in 

Figures 18 and 19. 
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Figure 17.  EDS map of as sprayed PG-AMP-10 powder showing chromium 
rich areas likely associated with ferrite phase grains. 
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Figure 18.  EDS maps showing evidence of elemental redistribution in 5002 
powder, 950°C/1 hrs (left) and 800°C/2hrs (right). Note different scale.  
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Figure 19.  EDS maps showing evidence of elemental redistribution in PG-
AMP-10 powder, 950°C/1 hrs (left) and 800°C/2hrs (right).  
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It is notable however that the striking concentration noted in the 5002 maps 

shown in Figure 18 was not consistent. Maps were taken at both a high (1.5KX) and low 

(500X) magnification and in both the 950°C/1 hrs and 800°C/2hrs heat treatments of the 

5002 a clear concentration was seen in one set of maps but not the other. Figures 20 and 

21 show this occurrence. In both of these samples, the apparent concentration of the 

elements appears to be associated with porosity in the sample.  There is also an apparent 

complete lack of iron in these regions. Taken together these facts suggest that the 

apparent concentration seen may be an artifact of the mapping process rather than 

evidence of an actual elemental redistribution. The PG-AMP-10 powder shows a similar 

concentration of chromium in porous regions but with more consistency between maps as 

shown in Figures 22 and 23. An apparent lack of iron in the apparent high chromium 

regions is seen in these samples as well however, suggesting the same EDS process 

artifact as is apparent in the 5002 data. Some apparent depletion of iron concentration is 

to be expected from an increase in chromium concentration, but this should show as a 

lighter region on the map, not a completely dark region. A large dilution of iron would 

have to occur to give the very low signal level associated with a completely dark region 

of the map and this seems unlikely from the apparent chromium increase. It should be 

noted however that there is also a distribution of chromium in the PG-AMP-10 powder 

that is likely associated with ferrite grains. These regions are the larger areas that show 

some apparent concentration of chromium with a lower concentration of iron. There are 

also regions showing a high concentration of chromium (brighter color) and a 

corresponding complete lack of iron and visual porosity; these regions are likely artifacts. 

This is illustrated in Figure 24.  
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Figure 20.  EDS maps of 5002 powder, 950°C/1 hr heat treatment at 500X 
(left) and 1.5KX (right) showing inconsistency in observed elemental 

distribution.  
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Figure 21.   EDS maps of 5002 powder, 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment at 500X 
(left) and 1.5KX (right) showing inconsistency in observed elemental 

distribution.  
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Figure 22.  EDS maps of PG-AMP-10 powder, 950°C/1 hr treatment at 500X 
(left) and 1.5KX (right) showing inconsistency in observed elemental 

distribution. 
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Figure 23.  EDS maps of PG-AMP-10 powder, 800°C/2 hrs treatment at 500X 
(left) and 1.5KX (right) showing inconsistency in observed elemental 

distribution. 
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Figure 24.  Chromium distribution in ferrite grains and process artifacts in PG-
AMP-10 coating. 

The σ phase transformation is generally considered to occur in the range of 600–

900°C and is known to not occur below approximately 500°C. [39, 40]. This phase also 

forms preferentially from ferrite, so a high ferrite concentration makes the phase change 

more likely. At temperatures of 815–925°C regions of σ phase will coalesce reducing the 

detrimental effect on mechanical properties, and in the 955–1120°C range σ phase will 

redissolve and transform back to ferrite. σ phase is however generally associated with 

stainless steels having higher chromium content such as duplex type steels and takes a 

substantial time to form although a high degree of cold work is known to increase the 

susceptibility of formation [41, 42]. 

Sensitization of the metal due to carbide precipitation occurs in roughly the range 

of 600–850°C [45] though sources give a variety of values from roughly 425°C to 900°C 

[38, 41, 43]. This is complicated by sensitization being a non-equilibrium phenomena. 

Sensitization occurs after a certain period, but after a certain additional time 

desensitization occurs neutralizing the detrimental effects. On a microscopic scale this 
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reflects the differential between the diffusion rates of carbon and chromium atoms. 

Sensitization initially occurs as a result of chromium carbide precipitation. The relatively 

quick diffusion of carbon atoms in the steel matrix results in concentration and favors 

formation of carbides, however the much slower diffusion of chromium atoms causes a 

local depleted area around the carbides. With sufficient time however bulk diffusion of 

chromium will refill this depleted region and return the desired corrosion resistance.  

Sensitization is also highly dependent on the carbon content of the stainless steel. 

A carbon content below 0.03% greatly reduces the susceptibility of the material to 

sensitization, and this is the origin of the ‘L’ series stainless steel alloys, ie 304L and 

316L [38]. All of the powders and the substrate used in this work are this type of material 

and are specified to have less than 0.03% carbon. Both the 5001 and 5002 powders in fact 

have significantly less than this with manufacturer specified carbon content of 0.014 and 

0.017%, respectively [3]. The effect of lower carbon concentration is shown in the time-

temperature curve in Figure 25. Even at the optimal temperature, it can be seen that 

nearly 10 hours is required for sensitization in a steel with 0.03% carbon, and over 100 

hours for one with 0.019%. Notably, this curve is for a 304 stainless alloy so it is only 

applicable to the 5001 powder. Available literature suggests that all of the austenitic type 

steels follow similar patterns of behavior however. [38, 41–42, 44–46].  
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Figure 25.  Time-Temperature sensitization curve for 304 stainless steel alloy 
with varying carbon contents. Source: [41]. 

In contrast to most literature however, a study conducted by Atanda et al. [47] 

specifically on 316L sensitization did find evidence of sensitization at times and 

temperatures that would not be expected to produce this effect. Specifically, chromium 

depleted zones associated with sensitization were found in 316L steel heat treated for 2 

hours at 800°C. This study did not test any temperature lower than 750°C; at this 

temperature sensitization was very noticeable after a 2 hour heat treatment and not 

present after 8 hours. This suggests that a treatment of 600°C for 8 hours likely 

experiences some degree of sensitization. Testing at 950°C in this study found minor 

sensitization after 30 minutes of heat treatment and none after an hour.  

With this background, it can be expected that sensitization is likely to happen in 

the 600°C/8 hrs heat treatment and possibly in the 800°C/2 hrs treatment. σ phase may 

occur in the 800°C/2 hrs and 950°C/1 hr heat treatments as well. Time constraints 

prohibited a complete investigation into these changes, however high magnification 

inspection of coating grain boundaries was conducted using SEM microscopy and EDS 

analysis. Both sensitization and σ phase transformation would be expected to show a high 
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chromium concentration that could be identified by EDS and should have shown as a 

high contrast region when imaged in the backscatter electron mode. No evidence of either 

phenomena was seen during examination of samples. A single high nickel particle was 

found in the 5002 as-sprayed powder. This appears to be a particle of the original powder 

that formed with high nickel and molybdenum content for some reason.  

 

Figure 26.  EDS maps of high nickel particle in 5002 as-sprayed powder 
sample.  
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It was planned to use EBSD mapping and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) to investigate 

the grain size and phase distribution in the samples with the objective of determining to 

what degree the coating recrystallized during heat treatment, the grain size and any phase 

changes occurring. Schiel found that the 5002 and PG-AMP-10 powders contain roughly 

50% ferrite both in the raw powder form and as sprayed while the 5001 is essentially 

100% austenite. [3] Mechanical properties are strongly influenced by the grain size, cold 

working and material phases [30] and corrosion resistance is influenced by cold work and 

phase, [31] so it is important to characterize any changes in these properties. Austenite is 

generally more corrosion resistant than ferrite [31] and has desirable properties such as 

low temperature toughness and weldability [27]. Typically 304 and 316 alloys have only 

a minimal amount of ferrite with a primarily austenite structure [27]. The high ferrite 

content of the 5002 and PG-AMP-10 powders is thus rather abnormal for a austenitic 

stainless steel and is likely due to the manufacturing process used to form the original 

powder [3]. The gas atomization process used to produce the powders results in a very 

high cooling rate which promotes the formation of an abnormally large amount of ferrite 

[48]. EBSD mapping is a technique using the diffraction of backscattered electrons to 

identify the crystal lattice type, size and orientation in a particular region. By scanning a 

large area and collecting these patterns a map can be built of the overall grain structure 

which can be used to find the grain size and the misorientation angle between grains 

which can be correlated with the degree of deformation of the particles [32]. 

Unfortunately, despite repeated attempts EBSD data of sufficiently high quality for 

meaningful analysis proved impossible to obtain in the time available.  

X-ray diffraction data was obtained giving some insight into phases changes in 

the coating. The spectra produced by this process are shown in Figures 27–29. These 

spectra were then assessed with the known BCC and FCC crystal diffraction patterns to 

attempt to quantify the austenite (FCC) and ferrite (BCC) phase balance. In addition to 

the expected FCC and BCC iron peaks, several additional peaks are noted. These are 

believed to originate from the aluminum sample holder used in the instrument. The high 

cost of helium spray gas and large number of samples resulted in the decision to use 

relatively small sample sections for these measurement with the unexpected result that 
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the sample holder was also measured during XRD. The distance from the sample holder 

to the focal point of the XRD system results in a positional shift of these aluminum peaks 

from the normal spectra of aluminum. This effect also likely resulted in the shifts seen in 

the iron peaks between samples as the thickness of the samples used was not consistent 

causing a degree of positional shift in each of these. Neither of these effects change the 

relative ratio of the BCC iron peak intensity to that of FCC iron however, so the phase 

balance of the material can still be determined [49]. The phase composition obtained 

from this analysis is tabulated in Table 10 along with the results reported by Schiel for as-

sprayed coatings [3]. 

 

 

Figure 27.  X-ray diffraction spectra from 5001 powder samples. 
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Figure 28.  X-ray diffraction spectra from 5002 powder samples. 

 

Figure 29.  X-ray diffraction spectra from PG-AMP-10 powder samples. 
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Table 10.   Coating phase composition as determined by X-ray diffraction. 
Data reported by Schiel [3] included for comparison. 

 

This data shows that substantial changes in the phase balance occur with heat 

treatment. The 5001 powder shows a trend towards an increased ferrite fraction roughly 

consistent at 15% in all three heat treatments. The 5002 and PG-AMP-10 powders show 

less of a clear trend with the 600°C/8 hrs treatment in both cases showing an increase in 

ferrite over the as-sprayed sample, and the 800°C/2 hrs sample having the lowest ferrite 

content. Notably, the measured as-sprayed phase balance differs significantly from 

Schiel’s result for both of these powders. From a theoretical point of view, these alloys 

should be essentially 100% austenite. Ferrite formation results from non-equilibrium 

cooling, impurities, carbon contamination or other similar non ideal conditions [48]. The 

substantial ferrite content in the initial powder is thus likely a result of the manufacture 

process and with heat treatment the ferrite content should greatly diminish. The 

difference may be due to the heat treatment being insufficient for a full equilibrium 

condition or possibly from additional unaccounted for ferrite stabilizing elements. It is 

Sample
Ferrite fraction 

(%)

Austenite 

fraction (%)

5001, Schiel 1.0 99.0

5001, As sprayed 4.9 95.1

5001, 600°C/8 hrs 18.6 81.4

5001, 800°C/2 hrs 17.6 82.4

5001, 950°C/1 hr 16.0 84.0

5002, Schiel 48.0 52.0

5002, As sprayed 18.9 81.1

5002, 600°C/8 hrs 25.7 74.3

5002, 800°C/2 hrs 15.0 85.0

5002, 950°C/1 hr 10.0 90.0

PG‐AMP‐10, Schiel 58.0 42.0

PG‐AMP‐10, As sprayed 30.8 69.2

PG_AMP‐10, 600°C/8 hrs 36.3 63.7

PG_AMP‐10, 800°C/2 hrs 22.6 77.4

PG‐AMP‐10, 950°C/1 hr 9.5 90.5
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noted that the PG-AMP-10 powder shows evidence of chromium distribution likely 

associated with ferrite grains in all three heat treatments. This distribution is most clearly 

evident in the as-sprayed samples, and least in the 950°C/1 hr heat treatment. It is 

suggested that this distribution of chromium stabilizes the ferrite phase locally, and the 

relatively slow diffusion of chromium results in this uneven distribution and hence higher 

ferrite content remaining after all 3 treatments. The lowest observed ferrite content in this 

powder is in the 800°C/2 hrs treatment however, which seems to have a similar 

chromium distribution to the 950°C/1 hr and 600°C/8 hrs samples which both have a 

significantly different observed ferrite fraction. The chromium distribution of all four of 

the PG-AMP-10 samples is shown in Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 30.  EDS maps of chromium distribution in PG-AMP-10 powder 
samples showing high chromium areas likely associated with ferrite grains. 

(a) as sprayed; (b) 950°/1hr; (c) 800°C/2hrs; (d) 600°C/8 hrs. 
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Examination of SEM images allows some qualitative examination of grain size 

and distribution. This can be seen in Figures 31 and 32. Both the 950°C/1 hr and 800°C/2 

hrs samples appear to show grain growth in all 3 samples although it is most clearly seen 

in the 5001 950°C/1 hr sample.    

 
 

Figure 31.  Backscatter micrographs of 950°C/1 hr heat treated samples 
showing evidence of recrystallization and grain growth. Note annealing 

twins visible in 5001 and 5002 samples. (a) 5001; (b) 5002; (c) PG-AMP-
10 
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Figure 32.  Backscatter micrographs of 800°C/2 hrs heat treated samples 
showing evidence of recrystallization and grain growth. (a) 5001; (b) 5002; 

(c) PG-AMP-10 

Microhardness testing was also conducted to investigate the coating structure. 

There is a direct relationship between the measured hardness of the material and its 

tensile strength, degree of plastic deformation and ductility with a higher hardness value 

associated with a higher degree of deformation and tensile strength but lower ductility 

[30]. The as-sprayed coating is known to be quite hard due to a very high degree of 

plastic deformation caused by the spraying process [3]. It is expected that heat treatment 

will soften the material due to recovery and recrystallization of the microstructure. The 

results obtained from micro hardness measurements of coatings are shown in table 11 

along with results obtained by Schiel for as-sprayed coatings. This is also shown 

graphically in figure 33.  
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Table 11.   Average coating hardness. Results from Schiel [3] included for 
comparison. 

Sample
Average 

Hardness (HV)
Std Deviation

5001, Schiel 317.0 19.0

5001, As sprayed 382.7 34.0

5001, 600°C/8 hrs 345.3 22.6

5001, 800°C/2 hrs 232.2 27.9

5001, 950°C/1 hr 275.7 23.5

5002, Schiel 314.0 44.0

5002, As sprayed 334.5 45.1

5002, 600°C/8 hrs 326.9 20.7

5002, 800°C/2 hrs 343.9 46.0

5002, 950°C/1 hr 231.5 25.1

PG‐AMP‐10, Schiel 231.0 23.0

PG‐AMP‐10, As sprayed 272.1 50.0

PG_AMP‐10, 600°C/8 hrs 294.5 65.5

PG_AMP‐10, 800°C/2 hrs 224.6 38.1

PG‐AMP‐10, 950°C/1 hr 184.8 22.1

Substrate, Schiel 172.0 4.0

Substrate, non‐treated 170.1 6.0

Substrate, 600°C/8 hrs 166.9 6.6

Substrate, 800°C/2 hrs 167.4 4.9

Substrate, 950°C/1 hr 173.5 5.4
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Figure 33.  Average coating hardness. Results from Schiel [3] included for comparison. 
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All of the coatings were found to be harder than the substrate even after heat 

treatment. Overall a trend is seen towards lower hardness with heat treatment. Both the 

800°C/2 hrs and 950°C/1 hr heat treatments clearly reduce the coating hardness in the 

5001 and PG-AMP-10 powders while only the higher temperature clearly has the effect 

in the 5002 powder. In all three powders the 600°C/8 hrs treatment has little effect. This 

suggests that the recrystallization temperature for these coatings lies somewhere between 

600°C and 800°C. Micrographs of the sample microstructure as shown in figures 31 and 

32 appear to show that in at least the 5001 powder, the 950°C/1 hr samples have a larger 

grain size than the 800°C/2 hrs samples which would be expected to result in a lower 

hardness measured in the 950°C/1 hr samples contrary to what is actually seen. This 

suggests that there may be a more complex microstructure in these samples than is 

evident in the micrographs although the hardness data obtained has sufficient scatter that 

this different may simply be an artifact of measurement error.  

Notably, the hardness measurements have substantial deviation particularly in the 

PG-AMP-10 powder. This may be a result of the different phase grain structure present in 

this powder. In all of the samples the porosity of the coating is a significant source of 

potential error. Care was taken to avoid taking measurements in an area of large scale 

porosity as much as possible as this would lead to an artificially low hardness 

measurement, however this was not always possible especially in the PG-AMP-10 

powder. Further, microscale porosity would also cause erroneously low hardness values 

and is much more difficult to avoid.  
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IV. CORROSION TESTING OF COLD SPRAYED AUSTENITIC 
STAINLESS STEEL POWDERS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of the corrosion properties of cold spray coatings was conducted 

using salt spray (fog) chamber testing and electrochemical polarization testing. Salt spray 

(fog) testing is the oldest and most widely used laboratory cabinet test used to 

characterize corrosion resistance of material [50]. This type of testing provides a simple 

and reliable method to provide information on the overall corrosion behavior of a 

material in a laboratory environment. The material to be tested is placed in a controlled 

environment with exposure conditions selected to exaggerate certain corrosion 

conditions. The salt fog chamber provides an atmosphere of salt (NaCl) fog at an elevated 

temperature which simulates marine atmospheric exposure but with an accelerated 

corrosion rate. This test method does not directly correlate to corrosion in service, but can 

be used as a valid accelerated laboratory test of relative corrosion resistance [50]. The test 

is governed by ASTM standard B117.  

The chamber operates using humid heated air expanding through a nozzle to 

entrain and vaporize salt water maintaining a saturated salt fog atmosphere in the 

chamber. The temperature of the chamber is maintained at 35 ± 2°C (95 ± 3°F) and a fan 

is fitted to continually circulate the air/salt fog. The air used to atomize the salt fog is first 

passed through a humidification tower where it is bubbled through heated water to heat 

and humidify the air. This tower is typically maintained at a higher temperature so that 

cooling of the air  upon expansion through the nozzle results in a final temperature close 

to the desired environmental temperature in the chamber. Typical settings are 46–49°C 

(114–121°F). This method of testing provides an environment with a high concentration 

of chlorine ions and is hence is well suited to general characterization of resistance to 

pitting corrosion as well as general overall corrosion [51]. 

Uniform overall corrosion is typically quantified by measuring the overall mass 

loss of the sample [52]. The raw numeric value measured with a balance can be combined 

with the sample surface area to give a normalized mass loss which is typically reported. 
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With knowledge of the material density the mass loss can be expressed as a corrosion 

rate, commonly in MPY (mills per year) or the expected overall loss in the thickness of 

the sample in 1 year of exposure. This measurement does not account for pitting damage 

accurately however, as pitting is characterized by generally small localized areas of 

damage which can reach a sufficient depth and size to lead to local failure long before 

measurement of simple mass loss would predict failure. In the use of cold spray coatings 

for corrosion protection of a base metal this is an especially significant concern as a pit 

reaching the base metal would  potentially have catastrophic effects since the base metal 

is commonly anodic to the coating and the small base material area would suffer rapid 

corrosion due to concentration effects from the large exposed coating area [26]. The 

measurement of pitting corrosion is thus critical. Unfortunately it is difficult to 

definitively measure pitting in a qualitative manner. Traditionally the number and size of 

pits on a sample was measured manually using an optical microscope and a grid [26]. 

This is time consuming and subjected to error however. Modern technology has allowed 

the use of optical profiling methods to automate this measurement, although this still 

requires a degree on interpretation. The depth and cross section of pits is also critical to 

measure, as pits may form with a variety of shapes and sizes not readily visible from 

surface observation [26]. Depth can be measured to some degree with optical profiling 

methods, but the only definitive methods are destructive and involve either repeated 

surface machining followed by optical examination or the preparation and examination of 

numerous cross sections. For this work the optical profiling method is used for 

measurement and the error inherent in this accepted.  

Optical profiling is done using interference microscopy and is functionally very 

similar to a conventional optical microscope [53]. The difference between the two lies in 

the use of a beam splitter in the objective lens on the profiler such that a part of the light 

is reflected off the sample and part off a fixed optically flat reference mirror. When the 

distance between the splitter and a section of the samples is the same as that from the 

splitter to the reference mirror, a destructive interference pattern will be formed in the 

resolved image in those regions of the image corresponding to the regions of the sample 

having that distance from the objective. By scanning the objective vertically and 
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monitoring the locations where and interference pattern is seen in the final image a 

profile of the surface can be constructed. Using a computer system this process can be 

automated and controlled to high accuracy, giving an accurate and reproducible surface 

profile measurement system. Like a common optical microscope, the area that can be 

scanned is inversely proportional to the magnification. Consequently, imagining a large 

area at high magnification can only be conducted by taking multiple individual exposures 

and combining them into one overall profile. This is known as a ‘stitched’ profile. A 

difficulty can arise in this process if the sample surface is not perfectly flat as any 

variation in the overall surface will be tracked as a deviation from the reference plane. 

This can be mitigated to a degree by configuring the system to automatically focus prior 

to each individual measurement as this will recalibrate the reference plane for each 

measurement to the base plane of the sample in that region. An additional issue is the 

limited range of sensitivity in the sensor system used when trying to examine a surface 

with regions of varying reflectivity. A light level calibration sufficient to measure less 

reflective regions will be overwhelmed by more reflective ones, and one preventing 

saturation in high reflectivity regions  may not pick up adequate signal from less 

reflective areas. For examination of corrosion this problem occurs in areas with less 

reflective corrosion products on the sample and regions with limited lighting such as the 

bottom of pits. This method was previously demonstrated in the study of pitting corrosion 

at NPS by R. Johnson [54]. 

Electrochemical polarization testing examines the corrosion behavior of a 

material by controlling the electrical potential applied to the substance in a controlled 

environment and measuring the current that results from a given polarization [55]. This 

current is a direct measurement of the number of electrons exchanged in the 

electrochemical reaction occurring on the material surface and hence the amount of 

material that is dissolved by the corrosion reaction. By varying the potential applied, a 

map of the behavior can be generated, and an estimate can be made of the resistance of 

the material to corrosion. The electrochemical potential applied to the material in service 

is a function of the environment and conditions it is exposed to, so a direct conversion of 

polarization behavior to an in service corrosion rate is difficult, however general behavior 
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in a specific solution can be measured and this can be used to judge likely performance. 

Specifically, the open circuit potential (OCV) can be determined which is important in 

assessing a potential galvanic interaction with other materials and passivation/pitting 

behavior can be determined. Passivation is the fundamental property that allows the 

corrosion resistance of many families of metals such as the stainless steels. In a material 

with this type of behavior, very low corrosion rates are observed within a wide band of 

oxidizing potentials. This is characterized by a sharp change in the corrosion rate at a 

certain potential. Below this potential the material behaves actively where a small 

increase in potential results in a large increase in corrosion rate. At the passivation 

potential, however a large decrease (typically 103–106) in the corrosion rate is noted and 

this low rate remains constant as the potential is increased for a certain region [26]. 

Eventually a potential is reached that is strong enough that the corrosion rate again 

increases. This potential region is known as the transpassive region and the potential at 

the start of this require is the pitting potential. Passivation behavior is generally explained 

through the formation of a stable oxide layer on the surface of the material. This layer 

serves a protective film greatly retarding the kinetics of the electrochemical corrosion 

reaction. In the presence of a sufficiently strong oxidizing potential however this oxide 

film breaks down resulting increased corrosion rates. Pitting occurs due to a localized 

break down of this film [26]. A typical polarization plot showing passivation behavior is 

shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34.  Typical polarization curve showing passivation behavior of 316L 
stainless steel in 0.05M H2SO4. Adapted from: [56]. 

The governing standard for polarization testing is ASTM standard G5. The 

standard testing apparatus consists of special glass beaker with a number of ports. The 

sample to be tested is held in a holder that is insulated from the electrolyte and configured 

to only allow a specified sample area to be exposed. A probe with a salt bridge to a 

reference electrode is set close to but not touching this exposed surface and two or more 

auxiliary electrodes of a non-reactive metal (typically platinum) are installed as well. The 

polarizing voltage is applied to the auxiliary electrodes and the reference electrode is 

used to measure the applied potential at the sample surface. A high precision control 

system is used to apply the desired voltage and measure the resulting current flowing 

through the auxiliary electrodes and sample [57]. The apparatus is illustrated in Figure 

35. 
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Figure 35.  Schematic diagram of a typical polarization testing cell. Source: 
[56].  

B. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Samples were prepared using the procedures describing in section (II.C). All salt 

fog sample substrates were machined to an identical length of 66.7 mm (2-5/8″) prior to 

spraying. Salt fog sample substrates were drilled with a 3.2 mm (1/8″) hole at the end 

opposite from the deposit. This hole was offset 12.5 mm (1/2″) from the longitudal 

centerline of the substrate and holes were identically located between samples. This 

offset was intended to ensure that the samples hung at an angle in the fog chamber and 

prevent standing water on the upper edge of the deposit.  

For fog chamber testing, a total of 9 samples were prepared using the 5001 

powder along with 6 each of the 5002 and PG-AMP-10 powders. Heat treatments of 

950°C for 1 hr and 800°C for 2 hrs were used along with as-sprayed samples. Samples 

were equally proportioned between treatments for each powder such that a minimum of 

two samples of each powder with each heat treatment were tested. Three uncoated 

substrates were also prepared and heat treated identically with the coated samples for a 

total of 24 individual fog chamber samples. Following heat treatment, the samples were 
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milled to give a flat deposit surface for measurement. A nominal 12.5 x 12.5 mm (1/2 x 

1/2″) surface area was attempted, however this was not achieved in all cases as this 

would have required the removal of an excessive amount of the deposit thickness and left 

a very thin coating. The surface of the uncoated substrates was milled down expect for a 

12.5 x 12.5 mm (1/2 x 1/2″) section in roughly the same location as the deposits on other 

substrates. This was done such that this section was left protruding roughly 0.64 mm 

(0.025″) above the rest of the surface. All samples were then polished to 1200 (P2500) 

grit using a Buhler automatic polishing machine. Grinding was conducted using a fixed 

time rather than a qualitative assessment of the surface as would be done for a 

conventional polishing as the intent was to give a baseline clean flat surface rather than a 

true polish. Following polishing the deposit thickness was measured. The average coating 

thickness measured was 0.92 mm (0.036″) for the 5001 samples, 0.38 mm (0.015″) for 

the 5002 samples and 1.13 mm (0.044″) for the PG-AMP-10 samples. 

1. Salt Fog Testing 

Corrosion testing was conducted in a salt fog chamber following ASTM 

specification B117 for 1000 hours. A 5 wt % salt solution was used as specified in ATSM 

B117, [51] with demineralized water and plain commercial salt being used. The salt used 

was specified to contain no added anti caking agents or substances other than common 

table salt, however not chemical analysis was available. The chamber was operated at a 

nominal 95°F chamber temperature with a 109°F column temperature and 12 psi air 

supply. The actual temperatures and air supply pressure were checked daily on weekdays 

during testing. These were observed to vary within the range of 90–95°F for the chamber 

temperature, 104–108°F for the saturation column and 11–13 psi for the air supply. When 

initially started the salt fog system did not operate properly, resulting in a period of 60 

hours when the chamber was in operation with an atmosphere having a limited salt fog 

concentration. This was corrected and the initial exposure time is not counted in the 

exposure time used for evaluation. Samples were suspended from wooden dowels using 

plastic ‘zip ties’ and hung in the chamber. Samples were verified to not touch each other 

or the chamber structure when inserted. This is illustrated in Figure 36. The procedure 

used deviates from ASTM B117 specification in that the pH and salinity of the salt water 
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used was not measured and there were no collection devices used in the chamber to 

verify salt fog volume. Visual inspection of the chamber was instead used to verify a 

visible fog. These deviations were justified due to available equipment and the use of the 

chamber testing as a qualitative comparative test; any impurities or variation in the fog 

quality can be assumed to effect all samples equally and hence cause minimal error.  

 

Figure 36.  Method of supporting samples in salt fog chamber 

Samples were removed once a week for inspection and measurement. This 

removal was done by groups of six samples with two groups being conducted on one day 

and the remaining two the next. This was done due to the lengthy time (3–4 hours per 

group of six samples) required to conduct the full sample measurement process using 

optical profiling. The time of each group removal and replacement was recorded and the 

time out of the chamber was accounted for in computation of the total sample exposure 

time. Each group was removed in the same order so after the first week sample exposure 

time between examinations was roughly identical across all groups.  

Cleaning of samples was conducted by immersion in fresh deionized water placed 

in an ultrasonic cleaner for five minutes. When completed, samples were visually 

inspected and if possible any remaining surface corrosion products on the surface were 

removed by gentle scrubbing with a clean paper towel wetted with deionized water. No 

attempt was made to completely clean the surface other than the removal of obvious 

surface deposits that could be easily removed. Samples were immersed in ethanol and 
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subjected to a further five minutes of ultrasonic cleaning. Samples were then dried with 

hot air. 

Following cleaning and drying, the mass of the samples was measured using a 

digital balance with an accuracy of 5 mg and photographs were taken of the samples. 

Pitting and surface corrosion damage was tracked by optical profilometry using a Zygo 

‘NewView 7100’ optical profiling system fitting with a 10X lens. A total nominal area of 

16 mm2 was scanned during each inspection, generally considering of a 4 x 4 mm square 

area. Several samples required a 2 x 8 mm or 3 x 6 mm area instead, due to deposit shape 

or machining damage. Limitation on the field of view of the system required the use of a 

‘stitching’ procedure where 42 separate profile exposures were made and automatically 

combined into one overall profile. A 20% overlap was used between individual scans and 

all individual scans were configured to automatically focus prior to scanning to insure a 

consistent surface baseline despite a surface that was not completely flat or level. An 

attempt was made to ensure the scan covered the same area of the sample each week. A 

measurement of the initial sample mass and a profile of the surface was made prior to the 

start of fog chamber exposure for each sample as well. The initial and first 2 weekly 

sample profiles were conducted using a scan of 40 μm above and below the reference 

surface of the sample, and all following measurements used a scan 65 μm above and 

below the surface.  

Upon completion of the nominal 1000 hours of exposure, the samples were 

cleaned and measured using the above procedure. A substantial amount of corrosion 

products were observed to remain on the samples after cleaning which hindered 

measurement of pit depth and was suspected to cause an inaccurately low assessment of 

the actual sample mass loss. In order to remove these deposits the samples were further 

cleaned using a solution of 10% nitric acid maintained at 60°C (140°F) as recommended 

by ASTM G1 and reference literature [26, 52]. Following this cleaning the surface profile 

and sample mass were again measured.  
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2. Polarization Testing 

Samples were prepared as delineated in section (II.C). Heat treatments of 950°/1 

hr and 800°C/2 hrs were used together with as-sprayed samples. A disc type test sample 

holder was used with a exposed surface area of 1 cm2. Test specimens were cut from the 

sprayed coating using a water jet cutter and polished through 1200 grit silicon carbide 

grinding paper. Polarization tests were conducted at the University of Alabama corrosion 

lab using a Gamry PCI 4300–33004 potentiostat system. Testing was conducted in a 5 wt 

% NaCl solution at 25°C. Samples were allowed to stabilize for 900 seconds prior to 

measurement of the open circuit potential voltage (OCV). Anodic polarization was 

conducted beginning 300 mv below the OCV with a scan rate of 0.2 mv per second. 

Specimens were also cut from the uncoated substrates both with and without heat 

treatment and were tested similarly.  

C. SALT FOG RESULTS AND EVALUATION 

The observed mass loss per week is plotted in Figure 37. In generating this plot, 

the individual measured mass loss from each sample was used with the individual sample 

deposit surface area to find generate a value for the mass loss in mg/cm2 and these values 

then averaged to give the plotted value. The exception to this is the bare substrate 

samples for which the entire substrate area was used to find the mass loss and the actual 

measured value was used as only one sample for each heat treatment was tested. Mass 

loss from corrosion of the substrate was not accounted for in the sprayed samples as this 

was assumed to be much lower than the corrosion rate of the coating. Observed mass loss 

data validates this assumption as shown by the much lower mass loss rate of the uncoated 

substrates in the plot. Notably, this plot does not include the mass loss determined 

following cleaning of the samples in nitric acid, only the weekly measurement after 

cleaning in deionized water and ethanol. The mass loss measured after cleaning samples 

with 10% nitric acid is shown graphically in Figure 38.  
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Figure 37.  Observed weekly salt fog sample mass loss. 
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Figure 38.  Mass loss measured after 1000 hrs salt fog exposure and cleaning of samples with 10% nitric acid 

Error bars represent maximum and minimum sample values observed within the group.
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Measurement of the pitting of the samples was more complex than mass loss 

measurements. The optical profiler system generated a digital model of the surface, 

however it was still necessary to quantify the pitting measured on the profile. This was 

conducted using a ‘texture’ function within the profiler software. This function identified 

any regions of the scan lying outside of a reference band set at 0.2 μm and centered on 

the sample surface. Any regions above this band were noted as peaks, and those below 

valleys. The system identified the size of each individual region and provided an output 

of the overall number found on each sample. These values were then used to compute the 

area fraction of pits, numeric density, average pit size and maximum measured pit depth. 

For the all measurements except those following cleaning with 10% nitric acid both the 

peaks and valleys identified by the system were assumed to represent pits; the peaks were 

assumed to be caps that formed over pits, thus the area fraction, numeric density and 

average size represent statistics from both peak and valley measurements combined. 

Maximum pit depth was determined solely from the maximum valley depth identified by 

the system and was only computed for the final profile following cleaning with nitric 

acid. The maximum pit depth seen on any sample was used as the maximum pit depth for 

that group of samples rather than taking an average of the individual sample maximum 

pit depths. For samples cleaned with nitric acid only the valleys identified were used to 

compute the pitting measurements as caps over the pits should have been removed by the 

exposure to nitric acid and hence all pits should have been identified as valleys. 

Examples profiler output is shown in Figure 39. Here the upper section of the screen 

capture is the raw profiler output and the lower the results of the texture analysis 

function.  
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(a)     (b) 

 
(c)     (d) 

Figure 39.  Example optical profiler output. (a) initial; (b) 525 hrs exposure; (c) 
1005 hrs exposure, cleaned with ethanol and deionized water only; (d) 

1005 hrs exposure, cleaned with 10% nitric acid. Note that color is 
normalized to the individual sample and varies between samples. 

The pit area fraction, density and average area of each pit found from the weekly 

observations is shown in Figures 40–42 and the values observed following cleaning with 

nitric acid are shown in Figures 43–46.   
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Figure 40.  Observed area fraction of sample pitting during weekly sample inspection.  
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Figure 41.  Observed sample pit density during weekly sample inspection.  
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Figure 42.  Observed average pit area during weekly inspection.  
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Figure 43.  Pit area fraction measured after 1000 hrs salt fog exposure and cleaning with nitric acid. 
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Figure 44.  Pit density  measured after 1000 hrs salt fog exposure and cleaning with nitric acid. 
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Figure 45.  Average pit area measured after 1000 hrs salt fog exposure and cleaning with nitric acid. 
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Figure 46.  Maximum pit depth observed following 1000 hrs salt fog exposure and cleaning with 10 wt % nitric acid.  
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Mass loss and pitting data from the weekly sample observations should not be 

taken as definitive of sample performance but rather as evidence of a general trend in 

performance. The mass change in some samples, particularly during early in the testing is 

close to the accuracy of the balance, so a portion of the variation in mass loss could be a 

result of balance error rather than actual changes to the samples. Additionally, a 

significant amount of corrosion products deposits were observed on the sample surfaces 

even after cleaning. These deposits would likely add mass to the samples resulting in the 

measured mass loss being less than the actual amount and causing inaccuracies in the 

surface profile measurements and hence the pitting measurements. The heat treated 

samples appeared to have a greater occurrence of these deposits, possibly due to the 

surface oxide layer on the substrate formed during heat treatment. The surface of the 

coatings was polished to remove this layer and provide a flat consistent surface, but the 

remainder of the substrate was left with the heat treatment oxidation layer and since this 

entire area was exposed to the salt fog it could have caused some deviation in observed 

mass loss. This behavior can be seen qualitatively in photos of the samples shown in 

Figure 47. These photos show samples following cleaning. For these reasons, the data 

obtained following final cleaning with nitric acid will be assumed to represent a more 

definitive measurement of the material performance and this will be used primarily in 

further analysis.  
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(a)     (b) 
 

 

(c)     (d) 

Figure 47.  Photographs of samples showing corrosion deposits on sample 
surface. PG-AMP-10 group 1. (a) initial; (b) 495 hrs; 

 (c) 1000 hrs, cleaned with deionized water and methanol. 
(d) 1000 hrs, cleaned with 10% nitric acid.  

Overall performance of the powders is summarized qualitatively in Tables 12 and 

13. Table 12 compares the observed performance of the three cold spray powders in the 

as-sprayed condition with the bare substrate while Table 13 compares performance of the 

heat treated coatings to that of the corresponding as-sprayed powder sample. All three 

coatings were observed to have substantially greater mass loss than the bare substrate, 

and in all cases both heat treatments also showed greater mass loss than the 

corresponding as-sprayed coating samples. Pitting data is more complex with no clear 

single overall trend apparent and will be further discussed separately.  
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Table 12.   Qualitative corrosion performance of as-sprayed cold spray coating 
relative to uncoated 316 stainless steel substrate.  

 
 

Table 13.   Qualitative corrosion performance of heat treated coatings relative 
to corrosion performance in the as-sprayed condition. 

 
 

The final measured mass loss (Figure 38) shows evidence of greater uniform 

corrosion on all of the cold spray coatings vs the uncoated substrate (rolled 316L stainless 

steel). It was expected that the coating would show worse corrosion performance than 

bulk stainless steel as the coating structure has a microstructure with a high amount of 

deformation, residual stress and porosity. Of these, the coating porosity is likely to have 

the greatest effect. Otsubo et al. investigated the corrosion properties of 304 stainless 

steel blasted with #24 alumina grit and found that the primary detrimental factor in 

corrosion performance was the surface roughness produced; residual stress in the surface 

had little effect [58]. In their work, corrosion resistance of blasted surfaces was 

determined and compared to both un-blasted and annealed blasted samples. They found 

very similar corrosion resistance in the blasted samples both with and without annealing 
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which was in both cases considerably lower than the un-blasted samples. The annealing 

treatment removed the residual stress resulting from the blasting process but without 

significantly changing the roughened surface profile thus it can be concluded that surface 

residual stress does not have significant effect on corrosion resistance.  The cold spray 

process operates with a similar blasting mechanism, and is known to produce a 

compressive residual stress [33, 34] similar to the grit blasting used in the referenced 

experiment, thus the residual stress in the cold spray coating is likely not a major factor in 

corrosion performance. The porosity inherent in the cold spray coating process however 

could be a significant factor. Some difference between the different powders is also seen, 

with as-sprayed and 800°/2 hrs samples in the 5001 and 5002 samples showing similar 

performance that was notably better than that of the corresponding PG-AMP-10 samples. 

A different trend is seen in the 950°/1 hr samples, with the 5002 powder showing best 

performance, followed by PG-AMP-10 and 5001.  

The most significant result is evidence of decreased corrosion resistance 

following heat treatment. In all samples both the 950°C/1 hr and 800°C/2hr treatments are 

observed to show substantially greater mass loss than as-sprayed samples, with the 

800°C/2hr treatment appearing to have worse mass loss than the higher temperature. 

There is substantial difference in performance across the 3 powders as well. Notably, the 

base substrate samples also show a trend towards worse performance when heat treated, 

although interestingly the 950°C/1 hr heat treatment seems to give worse performance 

than the 800°C/2hr in the bare substrates whereas the opposite effect is seen in the 

coatings. It should be noted however that the bare substrate results represent only a single 

sample vs averaged data from two or three sprayed samples.  

Pitting measurements paint a more complex story. ASTM G46 gives a method for 

concise pit rating accounting for the pit density, average size and depth in one value. The 

closest standard rating for all samples would be A-5, B-1, C-1 [59]. In other words, the 

measurements obtained show a larger number of individually small pits. This rating does 

little to allow comparison of the powders and treatments although it does provide an 

overall rating of the coating performance. Notably, the uncoated substrate samples also 

share the same rating.  
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Examination of Figures 43–46 and tables 12 and 13 show a number of trends 

within the individual data but without any clear overall definitive conclusion when 

considering all 4 pitting metrics. Both the 5001 and 5002 coatings appear to have a 

greater number of pits but with less individual area per pit than the uncoated substrates 

for both as-sprayed and heat treated samples with the exception of the 800°C/2 hrs heat 

treatment in the 5002 powder which showed greater area and number of pits. The PG-

AMP-10 powder in contrast appeared to have a comparable number of pits with greater 

individual area than the bare substrate in the as sprayed and 950°C/1 hr conditions and 

the opposite in the 800°C/2 hrs samples. The bare substrate samples show an increased 

number of pits but with equal individual area with the 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment and a 

notably lower number and size of pits in the 950°C/1 hr heat treated samples.   

The most critical parameter in pitting corrosion is the maximum pit depth since 

this is what ultimately leads to coating failure. The maximum depth measured in any 

sample is shown in figure 46. From this data, the as-sprayed samples of 5001 and 5002 

powders appear to suffer worse pitting then the heat treated samples, whereas the reverse 

is true in PG-AMP-10 and bare substrate samples. Notably, the PG-AMP-10 as-sprayed 

sample shows a shallower maximum pit depth than any of the bare substrate samples, 

suggesting pitting resistance greater than bulk 316L stainless steel.  

However, the use of optical profiling and computer texture assessment makes it 

probable that there is significant error reflected in these measurements. The pit density, 

pit area fraction and average pit area measured are all dependent upon an accurate 

assessment and identification of what is and is not a pit. Measurement of the initial 

profile is dependent upon the optical properties of the surface and is thus effected by 

changes in reflectivity associated with corrosion deposits and surface topography, so 

there is potential for the measured profile to imperfectly reflect the actual surface. 

Beyond that, the metrics used for pitting characterization were generated by a 

computerized topology function that does not always perfectly characterize the surface. A 

primary source of error is the definition of the reference plane used to differentiate peak 

and valleys. Many of the samples had a degree of curvature to the base surface, and this 

surface may not have been perfectly parallel to the base of the profiler resulting in an 
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apparent slope or curvature in the measured profile. The texture analysis software 

includes compensation for these errors, however this is not 100% accurate. An example 

of this is shown in Figure 48 where a portion of the edge of the sample is characterized as 

a valley due to incomplete compensation, resulting in an erroneously high value for the 

number of valleys and overall valley area.  

  

Figure 48.  Profiler output and generated texture showing erroneous 
measurement of sample slope as peaks and valleys. 5002 powder, 800°C / 2 

hrs heat treatment. Profile following 1000 hrs exposure and nitric acid 
cleaning 

Additionally, the texture system was observed to count multiple valleys occurring 

within the same identifiable pit due to a rough bottom profile of the pit. Consequently it 

overstates the actual number of pits. Measurement of the maximum pit depth is 

unaffected by this error. but is effected by imperfect measurement of the pit profile 
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during the original scan. As mentioned previously, a major issue with this type of 

profiling is the variation in light intensity resulting from varied reflectivity in surfaces. 

The same effect occurs when measuring a deep narrow pit, with the overall result that 

accurate measurement of the pit depth is very difficult. Further, pit shape it notoriously 

complex and irregular, so the actual deepest penetration of the pit may not be visible from 

the surface. This error is evident in the profile shown in Figure 49, where several circular 

valleys with a black center are seen. These likely represent pits and the black center 

section is the deep center region that was not properly profiled in the original scan.  

 

Figure 49.  Example resolved valley profile showing pitted regions with 
unresolved centers (blue circled regions). 5002 powder, 950°C / 1 hr heat 
treatment. Profile following 1000 hrs exposure and nitric acid cleaning. 

All of these errors are inherent concerns in the use of the optical profiling process, 

and can be compensated to a degree by careful configuration and manipulation of 

software settings to obtain the optimal results from each sample. This process is time 
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consuming however, and the degree to which it is required is difficult to determine until 

the final data is analyzed. In this work the decision was made that the time required to 

obtain the best quality data from the profiling was not justified, although that decision 

was made before the full impact on the quality of result obtained was realized. 

Consequently, the data obtained should not be taken as absolute metrics of expected 

performance, but can still be used for relative comparisons of the coatings and heat 

treatments used.  

D. POLARIZATION TESTING RESULTS 

Polarization curves for 5001, 5002 and PG-AMP-10 samples are shown in Figures 

50–52, respectively. The same data is also plotted for each heat treatment as shown in 

figures 53–55. Each of these includes curves from as-sprayed samples as well as both 

heat treatments and the non heat-treated 316L substrate. These results clearly show 

significant differences in corrosion behavior between the cold spray coatings and bulk 

316L stainless steel as well as large changes in behavior with heat treatment. In all cases 

the as-sprayed coating has a much lower pitting potential and hence narrower region of 

passive behavior than bulk 316L. All three powders also show nearly an order of 

magnitude higher current in the passive region which would lead to substantially greater 

corrosion even within when the sample is behaving passively. All samples also show 

essentially a complete lack of passive behavior when heat treated. Changes in the open 

circuit potential (OCP) are also seen. Both the 5001 and 5002 as-sprayed samples show 

an OCP nearly identical to the substrate while the PG-AMP-10 as-sprayed coating shows 

a nearly -0.2V difference. With heat treatment the OCP in the 5001 and 5002 samples 

decreased (became more active) while in the PG-AMP-10 sample it increased. Both heat 

treatments in the PG-AMP-10 and the 950°C/1 hr treatment in the 5002 powder showed a 

similar OCP roughly 0.1V anodic to the substrate while both heat treatments in the 5001 

and 800°C/2 hrs in the 5002 powder showed an OCP approximately 0.15v anodic to the 

substrate. The greatest OCP difference was in the as-sprayed PG-AMP-10 with a roughly 

0.2v difference. This difference could cause corrosion between the coating and substrate, 

in service with the coating being anodic to the substrate and potentially suffering 
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accelerated corrosion. Notably in all cases where a difference in the open circuit potential 

was seen, the coating was anodic to the substrate. While a difference in OCP is not 

desirable due an increased propensity for localized corrosion, it is desirable that the 

coating be anodic to the substrate if there is a potential difference. The reason for this is 

due to large area difference between the coating surface and any small substrate sections 

exposed due to porosity, coating damage, etc. If the substrate was anodic, this large area 

difference would cause a high corrosion rate on the exposed substrate area [26].  

 

Figure 50.  Anodic polarization curves for 5001 powder samples. 
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Figure 51.  Anodic polarization curves for 5002 powder samples. 

  

Figure 52.  Anodic polarization curves for PG-AMP-10 powder samples. 
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Figure 53.  Anodic polarization curves for as-sprayed samples.  

 

Figure 54.  Anodic polarization curves for 950°C/1 hr heat treated samples. 
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Figure 55.  Anodic polarization curves for 800°C/2 hrs heat treated samples. 

It was noted that the 800°C/2hrs substrate showed no clear pitting potential. To 

examine the behavior of the bulk 316L stainless steel, the three substrate polarization 

curves are plotted in Figure 56.  
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Figure 56.  Polarization curves for bulk 316L substrates.  

Comparison of the curves in this plot showing interesting behavior of the bulk 

316L steel. The 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment shows a much lower pitting potential than the 

non-heat treated sample while the 950°C/1 hr samples shows a restoration of the non-heat 

treated corrosion resistance but with a slightly more active OCP. This behavior suggests 

sensitization is occurring in the 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment but the time and/or 

temperature in the 950°C/1 hr treatment is sufficient to mitigate this problem. The OCP is 

also lower in both heat treated samples. The open circuit potential and pitting potential 

values obtain are tabulated in Table 14. 
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Table 14.   Measured open circuit and pitting potential voltages from coating 
and substrate polarization testing.  

 
 

E. DISCUSSION 

The results from salt fog testing tend to follow the expected behavior from 

assessment of the polarization testing. Polarization tests clearly show that all of the 

coatings have a much lower pitting potential than the substrate, and hence would be 

expected to show higher corrosion rates in service. Likewise the heat-treated samples 

have essentially no passive region and hence would be expected to have even worse 

corrosion resistance than as-sprayed coatings. Except for the PG-AMP-10 950°C/1 hr 

sample, the curve shape and pitting potential (as-sprayed samples) is nearly identical 

between powders with the same heat treatment, so roughly the same corrosion rate should 

be expected. The observed salt fog data does show greater mass loss for coatings vs the 

substrate and heat treated coatings versus the as-sprayed coatings, which correlates with 

the results expected from polarization testing. The as sprayed PG-AMP-10 sample does 

show the greatest mass loss of any of the as-sprayed samples which could correlate with 

this coating having the greatest OCP difference between the coating and substrate and 

hence greatest potential for galvanic corrosion.  

The first possible source of different behavior is a difference in the elemental 

composition and distribution between the materials and changes to the distribution 

following heat treatment. Chromium is the primary elemental addition associated with the 

corrosion resistance of stainless steel, and there are several known processes in austenitic 

stainless steels that can result in local depletion of chromium and thus increased local 

corrosion. Sensitization is the most likely of these to have occurred here. As discussed in 

Section (III.C.2), sensitization occurs due to the precipitation of chromium carbides 

resulting in a local area of low chromium. A characteristic of this occurrence is that a 
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longer and/or higher temperature annealing treatment will reduce the detrimental effect 

through bulk chromium diffusion eliminating the local low chromium region. The low 

carbon type stainless steel alloys as used here are generally considered to be insensitive to 

sensitization although there is some literature reporting this occurrence in 316L stainless 

steels [38, 40, 42–44]. While no evidence of this occurrence was found during 

characterization work as reported in section III, the behavior seen in the substrate heat 

treatments strongly suggest this is occurring. The notable decrease in corrosion resistance 

as seen from the lower pitting potential in the 800°C/2 hrs treatment combined with the 

restoration of the high original pitting potential in the 950°C/1hr sample follows the 

characteristic behavior of sensitization.  

Evidence of sensitization occurring the in the substrate does not necessarily mean 

that this is occurring in the coating. This behavior is highly dependent on the carbon 

content of the alloy, and at least two of the powders are specified to have a carbon 

content much lower than the 316L specification: 0.014% in 5001 and 0.017% in 5002. As 

seen by the TTT diagram, (Figure 25) the kinetics of the precipitation slow greatly with 

even a small decrease in carbon content, so low carbon content in the coating would 

greatly reduce the likelihood of sensitization occurring if in fact the actual carbon content 

follows that specified. Conversely, a higher than specified carbon content or a local 

carbon concentration for some reason would greatly increase the likely hood of 

sensitization.  

The poor performance of the 950°C/1 hr treatment in all three cold spray samples 

is harder to explain and casts potential doubt on grain boundary sensitization being the 

sole reason for poor performance in the 800°C/2 hrs samples. Reference literature [47] 

and the behavior of the substrate sample suggest that even if sensitization occurred in the 

800°/2 hrs treatment, it should have been at least partially mitigated at the higher 

temperature. P. Atanda et al. [47] studied sensitization in 316L steel by examining the 

degree of desensitization resulting from normalizing of sensitized samples at various 

temperatures. Sensitization was carried out by soaking at 750-850°C for 0.5-2 hours. 

When fully sensitized samples where normalized for 1 hours at 950°C, the sensitization 

was found to be almost completely healed. Thus at least partial restoration of non-
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sensitized corrosion resistance is expected following the 950°C/2 hrs treatment. Further, 

the investigation referenced started with fully sensitized samples resulting from extended 

soaking while the samples in this work only experienced a short transient heating in the 

critical 600-850°C range and thus are likely to have a much lower degree of sensitization 

to being with; thus complete desensitization is likely with the heat treatment used.  

It is possible that differences in carbon content and microstructure could of course 

change the kinetics of the process, however in both cases recrystallization appears to have 

occurred in all samples, thus reducing any differences resulting from the highly strained 

small grained microstructure in the coatings. An increase in carbon content would be 

expected to increase the susceptibility to sensitization at lower temperatures but would 

not make the effect persist at higher temperatures. It is possible for sensitization to occur 

during cooling if the rate is sufficiently low that the material spends sufficient time within 

the critical temperature range of roughly 600–850°C. The critical cooling rate that causes 

this to occur is highly dependent on carbon content of the material. H. D. Solomon 

conducted work to determine this rate for a wide variety of carbon contents in 304 

stainless steel [60]. He found the critical rate is roughly 0.08°C per second for a 0.03 wt% 

carbon content, and less than 0.01°C per second for 0.017 wt% carbon [60].  

A simple ANSYS© model of a sample was constructed to estimate the cooling 

rate. In this model the sample was modeled as a 86 x 52 x 3.1 mm rectangular plate with 

a convective cooling coefficient of 5 W/m2∙K on one face and no heat transfer on the 

other faces. The convective cooling coefficient was chosen as a conservative estimate of 

the coefficient for free convection in air, and assuming no heat transfer from any other 

faces or radiation makes the model further conservative. An initial temperature of 950°C 

was used with the air at 20°C. The cooling rate in this model at the face furthest removed 

from the convective cooling was found to be approximately 0.3°C per second at 750°C 

which is the nose of the cooling curve and hence where the cooling rate is most critical. 

Thus, with a very conservative cooling model the slowest cooling rate in the sample is 

found to be roughly 4 times faster than that required for sensitization for the highest 
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carbon content possible under the 316L specification (0.03 wt%).  As such, it seems 

unlikely that the samples treated at 950°C resensitized during cooling.  

Coating powder material and phase morphology could also have an impact. The 

5001 powder is a 304L stainless steel alloy whereas the 5002 and PG-AMP-10 are 316L. 

The primary difference between the two alloys is the addition of 2–3 wt% molybdenum 

in order to increase the pitting resistance of the 316 type steel. Consequently, worse 

pitting corrosion would be expected in the 5001 coating as compared with the other two 

coatings. Observed maximum pit depth does support this to a degree, with the as-sprayed 

5001 coating having a maximum pit depth twice that of the 5002 and more than ten times 

that of the PG-AMP-10 and 316L substrate. However, the maximum pit depth in both 

heat treated samples in the 5001 powder is equal to that of the 5002. Differences in pit 

depth were also observed between the PG-AMP-10 and 5002 powders both of which are 

316 thereby making a conclusive observation of the differences between 304L and 316L 

behavior difficult. Additionally, other pitting metrics show better pitting performance in 

the 5001 coating than the 5002, although worse performance than PG-AMP-10 is 

suggested. The polarization data also shows little difference. In both as sprayed and heat 

treated conditions the pitting potential or lack thereof is nearly identical for all three 

powders. The open circuit potential of the 304L powder (5001) is observed to differ but 

no meaningful difference in pitting resistance is observed.   

The initial step in the formation of a pit is nucleation of the pit in which the very 

first beginnings of a pit form on an otherwise flat surface [26]. Once the pit has been 

nucleated it allows the formation of a locally acid region and the pit begins to propagate 

as discussed in the introduction to this section. For this to occur however, the pit must be 

initially nucleated, and hence pit nucleation is a critical step in pitting corrosion. In these 

coatings there is a high degree of surface roughness due to porosity, so in effect there is 

no need for pit nucleation to occur at all since there are numerous existent regions that are 

essentially already pits. Given this, one would expect that the cold spray coating would 

show a high susceptibility to severe pitting which is not seen here. Interestingly it may be 

that the high density of ‘proto-pits’ from exposed porosity may actually help prevent the 

growth of these to large deep pits. The pitting mechanism requires a certain surface 
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region to act as a cathode to balance the anodic reaction in the pit. Given the limited 

solubility of oxygen in aerated salt solutions, a relatively large cathode area is required, 

and pit initiation within this area is suppressed by cathodic protection [26]. Thus this 

mechanism may effectively prevent any of the porosity regions from growing into larger 

pits. 

Differences in powder phase distribution are known to exist as well. The 5001 

powder is entirely austenite, while both 5002 and PG-AMP-10 powders have roughly 

50% ferrite content at a microscopic level although the distribution of the ferrite is 

different between the powders. The ferrite phase is known to persist through the spraying 

process, so at least the as-sprayed PG-AMP-10 and 5002 have a substantial two phase 

composition. [3]. Data obtained in this work (III.C) shows that a substantial amount of 

ferrite is also present in heat treated samples. In the 5001 powder the ferrite content 

appears to increase, while in the other two it decreases. Pitting is known to preferentially 

occur in the ferrite phase in duplex stainless steels and austenitic stainless steels with 

significant ferrite composition [31]. Ferrite has also been shown to be associated with 

micro-segregation of chromium and hence lower corrosion resistance in that area. 

Ferrite/austenite grain interfaces are particularly prone to pit initiation [31]. While both 

the PG-AMP-10 and 5002 powders have roughly 50% ferrite, the PG-AMP-10 was 

shown to possess a large number of small ferrite grains intermixed within austenite grains 

while the 5002 has particles with a largely homogenous austenite or ferrite phase. 

Consequently, the PG-AMP-10 powder is expected to have a much larger amount of 

ferrite/austenite grain interfaces and hence could be more prone to pitting. Looking 

strictly at phase structure then, it would be expected that as-sprayed PG-AMP-10 would 

be the least corrosion resistant coating followed by 5002 as sprayed and then 5001 and 

heat treated powders. In fact the pitting potential observed in the 5002 powder is slightly 

higher than PG-AMP-10, but the difference is very minimal and thus not a significant 

finding. 

There is a significant change in the coating porosity during heat treatment which 

could affect corrosion behavior. Surface roughness is known to affect uniform corrosion 

and pitting, with a rougher surface having worse performance [58]. Both heat treatments 
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have been shown to reduce sample porosity and hence would be expected to decrease 

corrosion rate. Examination of salt fog data for both the 5001 and 5002 powders 

produced evidence of better pitting performance in the heat treated powders correlating to 

the porosity reduction. Both powders show clear reduction in porosity as shown in 

Figures 10 and 11, and both heat treated samples show decreased pit density and depth, 

apt with increased pit area fraction and average area. The PG-AMP-10 powder shows 

generally opposite behavior with increased pit density and depth alongside decreased pit 

area fraction and average area following heat treatment. This powder exhibits the same 

trend toward decreased porosity with heat treatment, so its contradictory behavior makes 

a conclusion more difficult. Likewise, the polarization testing results show no clear 

difference in behavior between heat treatments and the decrease in porosity resulting 

from heat treatment does not correlate with the decreased corrosion resistance seen.  

Evidence of substantial corrosion on the sides of the coating area was also noted 

on most samples following salt fog testing. This is believed to be a result of salt water 

condensing and standing upon these surfaces but could also reflect galvanic corrosion 

between the substrate and coating. Significant differences in open circuit potential 

between bare substrate and coated samples were observed in polarization testing with the 

substrate samples being more noble relative to the sprayed coatings. This could lead to 

galvanic corrosion occurring in the salt fog chamber with the relatively anodic coating 

suffering greater corrosion. The PG-AMP-10 as-sprayed sample shows the greatest open 

circuit potential difference from the substrate, with 5001 950°C/1 hr and 5001 and 5002 

800°C/2 hrs heat treated samples also showing a notable difference. Other samples 

showed an open circuit potential nearly identical to that of the substrate so galvanic 

corrosion is unlikely in there samples. There is also likely crevice corrosion occurring at 

the substrate/coating interface due to poor adhesion leaving gaps and open areas here. 

Examination of the samples does not show any clear conclusion whether the observed 

corrosion correlates with these galvanic differences although there is evidence of crevice 

corrosion occurring. This can be seen in Figure 57.  
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Figure 57.  Photographs of samples following 1000 hours salt fog chamber 
exposure and cleaning with deionized water/methanol showing evidence of 
corrosion on coating sides. Top 5001; middle 5002; bottom PG-AMP-10. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

All three of the austenitic cold spray coatings investigated were found to show 

worse corrosion performance that bulk 316L stainless steel with a significantly lower 

pitting potential, greater current in the passive region, and greater mass loss during 

exposure testing. The best performance was observed in non heat treated 304L coatings. 

Heat treatments of 800°C for 2 hours and 950°C for 1 hour both resulted in a significant 

further decrease in corrosion performance compared to bulk 316L stainless steel in all 

three powders. Both treatments in all three powders exhibited little or no passivation 

behavior during polarization testing and increased mass loss during exposure testing. 

Uniform corrosion rates of 4-6.5 mills per year (MPY) were observed in as-sprayed 

samples with as high as 18 MPY observed in the heat treated samples. With typical 

coating thicknesses of 1.6-4.8 mm (0.025-0.075″), this high of rate means coating failure 

could occur quite rapidly in service. The open circuit potential was also found to vary 

from bulk 316L stainless steel for some of the coatings both as sprayed and following 

heat treatment. In all cases the coatings were anodic to bulk 316L stainless steel. Pitting 

corrosion measurements obtained from exposure testing showed evidence of numerous 

small shallow pits occurring in the coatings, with the greatest pit depth measured 

following 1000 hours of salt fog exposure being 7 μm. Evidence of instrument/analysis 

error in pitting measures was seen however making these results useful primarily for 

relative comparison rather than absolute measurements. Evidence of grain boundary 

sensitization in samples heat treated at 800°C  for 2 hours was found, however 

comparably poor behavior was also observed in samples treated at 950°C for 1 hour that 

are unlikely to have suffered sensitization. The reason for this behavior could not be 

conclusively determined although the formation of sigma phase may be a cause. Overall, 

the corrosion behavior of the sold spray samples appears to be controlled by a 

combination of porosity and ferrite content. Heat treatment may actually help stabilizing 

the ferrite and thus further contribute to poor corrosion resistance. Minimization of the 

ferrite content in the powders is thus suggested to improve corrosion resistance. Carbon 
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contamination in the powder could also be an added reason for a higher chance of 

sensitization in cold sprayed coatings.  

Previously published results indicating the successful use of the low pressure cold 

spray process to produce an austenitic stainless steel coating were verified and some 

improvement in coating quality was observed with an increased standoff distance. An 

interesting phenomena was observed in which the coating would completely detach from 

the substrate in some cases during spraying of an additional layer. It was concluded that 

this may be caused by residual stresses in the coating combined with a weak 

coating/substrate bond. This phenomena has serious potential impact on the ability to 

produce a useable coating and should be investigated further. Heat treatment of applied 

coatings was observed to produce a decrease in porosity and changes in the phase 

distribution. Evidence of a significant amount of ferrite was found in all samples. No 

significant changes in elemental distribution were observed with heat treatment. Evidence 

of recrystallization heat treatment was observed and the recrystallization temperature 

determined to lie between 600°C and 800°C. Further mechanical testing of annealed 

coatings may be worthwhile to investigate and improvement in mechanical properties and 

determine what the optimal balance is between improved mechanical properties (if any) 

and decreased corrosion resistance resulting from heat treatment.  
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APPENDIX A.  CHARACTERIZATION  

A. COATING MICROGRAPHS 

 

Figure 58.  Low resolution optical micrographs of 5001 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 800°C/2 hrs 
(bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 59.  High resolution optical micrographs of 5001 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 800°C/2 hrs 
(bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 60.  Low resolution SEM micrographs of 5001 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top 
right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 61.  High resolution SEM micrographs of 5001 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top 
right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 62.  Low resolution optical micrographs of 5002 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 800°C/2 hrs 
(bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 63.  High resolution optical micrographs of 5002 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 800°C/2 hrs 
(bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 64.  Low resolution SEM micrographs of 5002 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top 
right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 65.  High resolution SEM micrographs of 5002 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top 
right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 66.  Low resolution optical micrographs of PG-AMP-10 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 
800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 67.  High resolution optical micrographs of PG-AMP-10 coating: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr (top right); 
800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 68.  Low resolution SEM micrographs of PG-AMP-10 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr 
(top right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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Figure 69.  High resolution SEM micrographs of PG-AMP-10 coating, backscatter mode: As sprayed (top left); 950°C/1 hr 
(top right); 800°C/2 hrs (bottom left); 600°C/8 hrs (bottom right).  
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B. EDS MAPS 

 

Figure 70.  EDS Maps of 5001 powder as sprayed.  
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Figure 71.  EDS Maps of 5001 powder, 950°C/1 hr heat treatment. 
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Figure 72.  EDS Maps of 5001 powder, 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment. 
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Figure 73.  EDS Maps of 5001 powder, 600°C/8 hrs heat treatment. 
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Figure 74.  EDS Maps of as sprayed 5002 powder. 
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Figure 75.  EDS Maps of 5002 powder, 950°C/1 hr heat treatment. 
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Figure 76.  EDS Maps of 5002 powder, 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment. 
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Figure 77.  EDS Maps of 5002 powder, 600°C/8 hrs heat treatment. 
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Figure 78.  EDS Maps of as sprayed PG-AMP-10 powder. 
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Figure 79.  EDS Maps of PG-AMP-10 powder, 950°C/1 hr heat treatment. 
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Figure 80.  EDS Maps of PG-AMP-10 powder, 800°C/2 hrs heat treatment. 
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Figure 81.  EDS Maps of PG-AMP-10 powder, 600°C/8 hrs heat treatment. 
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APPENDIX B.  FOG CHAMBER RESULTS  

A. SAMPLE PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

Figure 82.  5001 Group 1 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 83.  5001 Group 2 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 84.  5001 Group 3 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 85.  5002 Group 1 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 86.  5002 Group 2 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 87.  PG-AMP-10 Group 1 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr 
(center), 800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 88.  PG-AMP-10 Group 2 Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr 
(center), 800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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Figure 89.  Bare Substrate Photographs. As sprayed (left), 950°C/1 hr (center), 
800°C/2 hrs (right). 
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B. SURFACE PROFILES  

 

Figure 90.  5001 As-sprayed sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 91.  5001 As-sprayed sample #2 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 92.  5001 As-sprayed sample #3 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 93.  5001 950°C/1 hr sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 94.  5001 950°C/1 hr sample #2 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 95.  5001 950°C/1 hr sample #3 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 96.  5001 800°C/2 hrs sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 97.  5001 800°C/2 hrs sample #2 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 98.  5001 800°C/2 hrs sample #3 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 99.  5002 As-sprayed sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 100.  5002 As-sprayed sample #2 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 101.  5002 950°C/1 hr sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 102.  5002 950°C/1 hr sample #2 surface profile and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 103.  5002 800°C/2 hrs sample #1 surface profile and texture analysis. 
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Figure 104.  5002 800°C/2 hrs sample #2 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 105.  PG-AMP-10 As-sprayed sample #1 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 
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Figure 106.  PG-AMP-10 As-sprayed sample #2 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 107.  PG-AMP-10 950°C/1 hr sample #1 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 
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Figure 108.  PG-AMP-10 950°C/1 hr sample #2 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 109.  PG-AMP-10 800°C/2 hrs sample #1 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 
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Figure 110.  PG-AMP-10 800°C/2 hrs sample #2 surface profile 
and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 111.  Bare substrate as-sprayed sample surface profile 
and texture analysis. 
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Figure 112.  Bare substrate 950°C/1 hr sample surface profile 
and texture analysis. 

 

Figure 113.   Bare substrate 800°C/2 hrs sample surface profile 
and texture analysis. 
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